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Introduction
Faith in God is the hub of Sikh theology. A Sikh is essentially
a man of God. God, in Sikhism is Akal Pmakh, the Person.
Devotion, adoration, prayer, recitation and meditation on Mis name
is central and cardinal feature of the life of a Sikh. According to
Sikhism, the ultimate goal of a man's life is union with the
Almighty. In order to achieve this stage a Sikh must know what
'God' is and how can we become self-realized.
This book by Dr. Rajinder Kaur is based on her thesis "The Sikh
Conception of Godhead" (1961). She has diligently dealt with the
issue of the concept of God in Sikhism. The author has elaborately
and clearly presented the issues involved in Sikh concepts. It is
remarkable to note that, though Dr. Rajinder Kaur completed her
research in 1961, none has been able to surpass her thesis. This
remains to be the best work on the subject.
Dr. Rajinder Kaur was not just a scholar but a practicing
devoted Sikh as well. She was the daughter of the famous Akali
leader Master Tara Singh. She was an active politician too. She
participated in all the Akali agitations. She was also elected to the
Upper House of Indian Parliament. During her term She made
several speeches on various issues concerning the Sikhs, the Punjab
as well as other issues. She spent her life as aSant-Sipahi. She lived
and died for the Sikh nation.
Dr. Rajinder Kaur was born on February 10, 1931, at Amritsar.
She received her Ph. D. degree in 1961. She was the first Sikh
female to achieve tIlis honour. Besides this thesis She contributed
hundreds of articles. editorials and essays. She W£L'> the editor ofthe
famous magazine Sani Sipahi from 1983 to 1989. She was superb
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as ajournalist too. She was killed by a group of militants in Feburary
5, 1989 at Batginda. She was a great leader of the Sikh nation.
Sikh Itihas Research Board is proud to publish her scholarly
work all the eve of the tercentenary of Khalsa. I hope that the
scholars and the average readers shall equally be benefitted by tIlis
book.
Dr. Harjinder Singh Dilgeer
Director
Sikh Itihas Rescach Board.
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NOTE :A large number of lines from Guru Granth Sahib have been
used in this book. Wherever the reader fInds just the page number
it would mean page number of Guru Granth Sahib.

The Need Of The Present Study
Sikhism is the religion founded by Guru Nanak Sahib
(1469-1539). He had nine successers..Ofthem the poetry ofthe first,
second, third, fourth and eighth successor is preserved in its
authentic form in Guru Granth Sahib, and that ofthe ninth successor
is found in the Dasam Granth (The Book ofThe Tenth Master). The
poetic utterances of all the Sikh Gurus form the sacred Scripture of
the Sikhs. All the ten Masters are treated as one, the form changed
but the spirit of the founder remained the same, and abided in the
succeeding nine forms 1. The ten Masters are known as Ten Nanaks.
The sacred Scripture, Guru Granth Sahib, is treated as the
Eternal Successor Guru of the Ten Gurus (the Guru-Eternal?, and
is worshipped as the embodiment of the Eternal Divine Word
communicated to the world through the Word of these ten Nanaks
who were as if incarnations of the Word3 (Shabad=Sabda) and
whose Words 4 (Bani) therefore came straight from the one source,
the one inexhaustible, uninterrupted source of all revelations.
Sikhism, as such, is, however, not exhausted, as far as its
contents are concerned, by the sacred Scripture (Guru Granth Sahib
and Dasam Granth). Sikh revelation and inspiration is not confined
to the sacred Scripture; it also includes the lives of the Gurus
themselves, the lives ofthe individual Sikh saints (Gurmukhs) and
martyrs (Shaheeds), and the life ofthe community as a whole in its
historical evolution, from Guru Nanak to the Khalsa, and on to the
Sikh nation. In other words the four pillars ofSikhism are, the GuruBani or Saba Gur Karni; Gurmukh Rahini, and Guru Panth.
The Khalsa (the Order of the Sovereign, and belonging to God
Himself) or the Sikh Panth (The Sikh way), a compact, easily
distinguishable body, was organised by the tenth Nanak, Guru
GobindSinghSahib(1661-1708). He was not only aprophet-mystic
but also a great social revolutionary, a political architect and welder,
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a far-sighted military republican creative general and one of the
world's greatest narrative, descriptive, autobiographical and martialballad writers.
The Sikh Community5 is the smallest religious-cum-culturalcum-linguistic-cum-political minority in India. There are only
twenty million Sikhs. "But their importance in the Indian Social,
political and religious life is out of proportion to their number",
writes Duncan Greenless 6 • Almost the same idea is expressed by
Cunningham, "The Sikhs do not form a numerous sect, their
strength is not to be estimated by tens of thousands but by the unity
and energy of religious fervour and war-like temperament. 'Illey
will dare much and endure much?" Pre-1947 Punjab was the
homeland of the Sikhs and they look upon it as the jews do upon
Israel except for the fact that the Sikhs made the Punjab and ruled
over it with justice, equity and fairplay until the British cheated
Maharaja Dalip Singh out ofhis territory. Every dust particle ofthe
Punjab, their homeland, is dyed in the blood of the Sikh martyrs.
"In fact the Sikh religion is the one which should appeal to the
occidental mind. It is essentially a practical religion. Ifjudged trom
the pragmatical stand-point, it would rank almost the tirst in the
world. Of no religion can it be said that it has made a nation in so
short a time; that it should have transformed the outcast Indian, a
notoriously indolent and unstable person, into a tine and loyal
warrior, is more than a miracle. A religion which combines the most
passionate devotion with heroic conduct in daily life is really
worthy of study. Guru Granth Sahib, apart from its religious
importance, is certainly one ofthe world's masterpieces of poetry.
Among the world's scriptures, few, if any, attain so high a literary
level or so constant aheight ofinspiration",writes Duncan GreenIess R•
Notwithstanding the important role played by Sikhs and
Sikhism, this religion has not received a fair deal at the hands of the
non-Sikh scholars. Some have presented Sikhism as a minor otlshoot of Vaishnavism or Bhagawatism and have linked it with
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medieval Hindu saints, not bothering themselves about the particular
distinguishable Sikh contribution to Eastarnreligion and philosophy.
Sikhism came up not as a growth out of national life and character,
but appeared or manifested as a new original religion under the
intluence of the great prophet, Guru Nanak Sahib. Although the
intluence of national life can not be denied yet it may have a
negative intluence. Like the Catholic religion, Sikhism came
abruptly not so much by development but by a kind of crisis under
the original intluence of the inspired soul of Guru Nanak Sahib,
Some ideas in Sikhism are indeed similar to the ideas in the already
existing religions. lbis, however, does not mean that Sikhism is
identical with one school of Indian thought or the other, even
though it has been said, "In religion there is no new thing, the same
ideas are worked up again and again 9 ."
Sikhism is individual in character. Individuality means
independence of growth. It is not necessarily unlikeness. There can
not be complete unlikeness, since man, the world over, is the same,
especially so far as the aspects of his spirit are concerned.
Resemblances in religions are necessary traits that must exist
between inspired or revealed spiritual systems; they show that all
religions have for their purpose, leading of man to a higher life than
that of the lower passions and appetites. The Gurus believe that
ditlerences between religion and religion and between one way of
worShip and the other are due to the ditferent environments and
ditlerent conditions ofdifferent countries, but in reality all religions
are one and the same. "The temple and mosque are the same; Hindu
'Puja, Muslim 'Namaz' are the same; the apparent difference is the
effect of the differing social and climatic conditions in different
countries", says Guru Gobind Singh lO •
The inabIlity of the non-Sikhs to appreciate the essential and
distinguishing characteristics ofSikhism is retlected in the following
quotations, which reveal a sad lack of research and valuation, of
sympathetic appreciation and comparative stUdy :-
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(i)

"Sikhism may be regarded either as a reformed Brahmanism
or as a separate religion. It was started by Kabir11 ."
(ii) "A synthetic cult like Sikhism only increases the number of
creeds, although their contribution to mutual understanding
cannot be questioned 12 ,"
(iii) "The most remakable of the numerous sects connected more
or less directly with Kabir is that of the Sikhs, the 'disciples',
which alone of all the branches of Hinduism took shape in the
end as a national religion 13 ."
As a student of philosophy and religion I long felt the need of
the present study when I met statements like the foregoing. On no
ground can Sikhism be spoken of as a sect of Hinduism for the
Gurus assumed a critical, almost a hostile, attitude towards the three
cardinal institutions of popular Hinduism, the priesthood, the caste
system, and the supremacy of the Vedas. A careful reading of the
Guru Granth Sahib completely convinces us that Sikhism should be
regarded as anew, separate religion rather than as a reformed sect
of the Hindus 14 .
Among the important works on Sikhism which are satisfactory
from one angle or another are those by the following, arranged
chronologically :English-

(i) Trumpp 15, (ii) Macauliffe 16 , (iii) Miss Dorthy Field 17 , (iv)
Roop Singh 18 , (v) Puran Singh 19 , (vi) Sir Jogindera Singh20 , (vii)
Raja Sir Daljeet Singh21 , (viii) Khazan Singh22 , (ix) Widgery 23, (x)
Principal Teja Singh 24 , (xi) Dr. Sher Singh25 , (xii) Duncan
Greenless 26 , (xiii) Dr. Mohan Singh 27 , (xiv) S. Sardool Singh
Caveeshar28 , (xv) Dr. Gopal Singh29 .
PunJabi :-

(i) Bhai Gurdas 30 , (ii) Pandit Tara Singh31 , (iii) Pandit Man
Singh32 , (iv) Pandit Gulab Singh33 , (v) S. Santokh Singh34 , (vi)
Pandit Sadhu Singh35 , (vii) Bhai Kahan Singh36 , (viii) Dr. Mohan
Singh37 , (ix) Bhai Jodh Singh38 ,
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While in my humble opinion none of them has given a full,
specific and distinguishing Sikh conception ofGodhead 39 , widgory
has certainly tried to bring into light the distinguishing Sikh
conception of Godhead; it is a pity, however, that his work is very
sketchy and appears only as a short survery in his Comparative
Study of Religions.
A nation is known by the God it worships just as a man is known
by the company he keeps 40. "Theultimate principle which determines
the character of a religion is the object it worslups, or to use the
simple old term its idea of God. The character of the followers of
a religion depends upon the conception of God they are taught to
adopt. If your God is too abstract, you have a natural distrust for
sentiments; if your God is too sternly just, tenderness and mercy
have little influence on your character; if your God is too tender and
indulgent, your moral character and your theology lack insight4 1 ."
The conception of God is the corner-stone of a religion. The idea of
God has been called the regenerntive and regulative idea of all
religious systems and religious movements. Guru Amar Das Sahib,
the third Nanak, states, "0 Mind, you become like the one you
worship and this likeness manifests itself in your acts 42 ." "There is
nothing of great importance, as there could be nothing more
ultimate. Even the very attitude of one man to another or of one
nation to other varies with the conception of God. The outlook on
the world changes the moment the view on God changes. Andifwe
have intellectual vigour to ascend from effect to causes, we would
explain political, economical and social phenomena less by credit
sheets, balance of trade and reparations, than by our attitude
towards God43 ."
To understand Sikhism, therefore, it is necessary to know
precisely and in full the Sikh concept of Godhead. Once it becomes
clear what the Sikhs mean by Waheguru Sat-Nam, Sat Sri Akal, the
whole of Sikh religion-Panth, Khalsa-becomes an open book.
The Sikhs have been called God-conscious people. To
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distinguish the Sikhs from Shaivities, Vaishnavites, Budhists,
Jains, Christians, Mohammedans and Zoroastrians (so called after
the name of the prophet, the Sikhs are called "Akalis', Deathless
Ones, who belong to the Immortal Akal or "Khalsa", the
God-belonged ones, organised as an order. Even the word Sikh
means a learner, who sits at the feet of the master to learn of God
and His ways. A Sikh is God-centered; love and service to the lord
is the mainspring of his life. The Sikh faith is, therefore, entirely
hased on the Sikh conception of Godhead. Not only Sikh religion
and philosophy but also the ethical and social conceptions of the
Sikhs have God as their pivot.
Non-Sikh writers, who have tried to represent Sikhism as an
011- shoot ofHinduism, have fathered on it a very unsatisfactory and
confounding conception of God. Not one has been able to give a
well-integrated conception of Godhead as ret1ected in the Sikh
Scripture. Guru Granth Sahib, the Sikh Scripture, does not really
give up a logical system; it embodies intuitions and revelations,
received in the high flights of inspiration; which, as such, are
.'unsystematic" and "unmethodical". They are infinitely suggestive,
however, and do much more to awaken spiritual insight in us than
does "logical thinking". "Gurus did not label their ideas under
different heads like professional theologians; their thoughts roam
freely like air in an ocean of song, their holy book", writes Sardool
Singh CaveeshmM. For the Sikhs, living in the spirit is of greater
concern than any intellectual systematization. In fact, the richness
and variety ofreferences to the subject ofGodhead obtained in Guru
Granth Sahib has bewildered most interpreters.
As will be discussed in the following pages, the Sikh Scripture
contains a vast variety of ideas about God and the unwary reader is
unable to decide whether the overall Sikh conception is theistic,
monotheistic, monistic, pantheistic or of other type. Hence the
present undertaking, to bring together all the available material in
English as well as to collect all the interpretations so far given, and
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to try to arrive at ajust and balanced view. I do not claim to be the
tinal authority on the subject. In order to gauge exactly the Guru's
conception of Godhead. one must have some spiritual depth of the
Gurus. which I certainly lack. Mine is an humble attempt to
understand and to specify the Sikh conception of Godhead within
the limits imposed by my intellect. But I do feel that statements like
the following are absolutely inadequate and misleading and I shall
have achieved something if! succeed in countering them by actual
reterences to the Sikh Scriptures.
i. "The system of Nanak is theism and the main teachings are
highly spiritual in character; yet the whole Hindu pantheon is
retained." -Farquhar 5 .
ii. "111e Sikhs came in the end to worship a personal God and
their religion may be detined as a deism more or less tinctured with
superstitions."-Barth46 .
iii. "TIle system of Nanak is greatly indebt.ed to Ramanuja's
theistic idealism"·-Radhakrishnan47 •
Some writers have deseribed Sikhism as a form of pantheism.
while others think it to be moralising. dualism. TIlere may be so
many other such mis-statements. In fact writers like these give the
Si kh conception ofGodhead without going inW the Sikh Scriptures.
The basic and cardinal con-caption ofGodhead is to be found in the
poetry of Guru Nanak Sahib and after him of Guru Arjan Sahib and
Guru Gobind Singh Sahib, in which they have described the vision
of their Lord. their audience with him, and the gracious boons of
power, wisdom and commissionment, which tlley received tram
the Lord. It is generally admitted that every prophet starts with a
mystic experience relating to God or the Reality. TIlis is why, so far,
as the facts amI fruits of such experience are concerned. all mystics
and all prophets have described their visioll or tIle Lord-a certain
minUllum of it-in the same words. In a study like the present one.
the grestest importance should he attached 10 the mystic experience
of the Lord. His presence. and man's converse with him. As Dr.
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Mohan Singh has said, "Mysticism provides the experience,
philosophy ralionalizes it and it is ritualized and institutionalized
by religion."
It must also be pointed out that differences between religion and
religion, age and age, on this most important subject of conception
of Godhead issuing from similar mystic experience arise when
certain and functional attributes ofGod are elaborated, under-stressed
and over-stressed to serve the political and utilitarian ends of
religious, social, political and moral organisations. Itis this particular
use or abuse ofthe conception of Godhead through under-emphasis
or over-emphasis, which is, in fact, responsible for the rise of new
prophets, new religions, new philosophies, each successor in the
series being more or less a reaction aiming to provide a fuller,
preciser, richer and more distingushing and balanced view of God.
Looked at, in this light, the Sikh conception of Godhead is seen as
a reaction against the then prevalent popular Hindu and Muslim
conceptions ofGodhead, as there were actualized and realized in the
Hindu and Muslim ways of life-individual, social and political.
An attempt was made to tackle the question of philolosophical
affinity or assimilation by the early Sikh thinkers. Unfortunately
they were obsessed with the glory and perfection of Vedanta; and
so they tried to point the Sikh conception of Godhead as identical
with the Brahmen of the Vedanta. Amongst them were Pandit Man
Singh, Pandit GuIab Singh and Pandit Tara Singh.
Amongst the modern Sikh writers the tendency has been to
swing to the other extreme and to show that the Sikh conception of
Godhead is easily, markedly distinguishable from the Hindu,
Muslim and Christian conceptions, the attempt has proved futile
and no real clarification of the Sikh view has ansused. In this
connection we refer to the writings of Bhai Vir Singh, Professor
Teja Singh and Dr. Sher Singh.
The onIy competent interpreter, a contemporary ofthe fifth and
the sixth Guru, was Bhai Gurdas but unfortunately his workhas not
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beenrendered into English exceptfor a few stanzas translated by Dr.
Mohan Singh for his book' An Introduction to Punjabi Literature.'
EveninPunjabi no elaborateproseversionofhis poetical constructive
thinking has been prepared. The present writer has drawn much
inspiration from this great exegeticist4 8 •
Guru Nanak Sahib himselflaid the greatest emphasis on the
necessity ofhaving a clear-out conception ofour ideal and idol, and
the first and the most important thing he gave to the world was the
so-called Gurumantra or the 'Mula Mantra', which is a precise,
needed characterization ofGodhead in terms familiar to the Hindus,
and yet with its own order, stress, potency in the matter of the
sixteen attributes.
By the words the "Sikh conception of Godhead" I mean the
conception of Godhead in relation to Himself; and in terms of His
relation to the universe and man as it emerges mainly from a study
of the poetry of Guru Nanak Sahib (1469-1539),.Guru Arjan Sahib
(1563-1606) and Guru Gobind Singh Sahib (1661-1708); the two
latter were the fourth and the ninth successor respectively. I have
also drawn upon the poetry of Bhai Gurdas whose writings are a
deliberate attempt at the popularization of the correct orthodox
traditional interpretation of the teachings of the Gurus imparted
both through their words and through their deeds. I have not
included any quotation from such writers, earlier, later or modern,
as have not stuck to the Guru Granth Sahib and Gurdas conceptions
buthave allowed their deductions/inductions to be coloured, intoned
and transformed by the impact of classical Vedanta, earliar
advaitavacta, Vashishta Advaita, and Mediaeval Bhakti.
The subject is a comprehensive whole but I have endeavoured
to deal with it under the conventional philosophical headings.
Compartmentalisation of the subject under different heads has
involved some sort of overlapping and repetition, but the nature of
the subject is much that that could not be avoided.

Footnotes
1.

(b).

2.

?
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

(a) Bhai Gurdas in his 'Var' writes that the Spirit of Guru Nanak Sahib
passed on to Guru Anxad Sahib; from him to Gum Amar Das Sahib and
Guru Ram Das Sahib successively. The same spirit worked in Guru Aljan
Sahib; Guru Arjan Sahib changed his form and adopted the form of Guru
Harxobind Sahib.
"77Je Sikhs believe that when Nanak expired his Spirit became incarnate
in the person ofAnxad, who attended him as his confidential companion.
Angad, at his death, trasmitted his soul into the body ofAmarDas; and this
Guru, in the same manner, conveyed his Spirit into the body ofRam-Das;
whose soul transmigrated into the person of AljunJnal; in short, they
believe that with a mere change ofname, Nanak thefirst became Nanak the
second, and so on to thl! .fIfth, in the person of Arjunma I. They say that
whoever does not recognise in Arjunmal the tme Saba Nanak, is an
unbeliever. "
'Dahistan' by Ardastani translated into Englishfrom the original Persian
by D':lvid Shea, p.287.
77Je Sikh in their daily congregational prayers (Ardas) invoke Gum
Granth Sahib, and say "0 Spirit of the Ten Masters, aid us, xuide us
wheresoever we be !"
"Shabde hi te opat hoi", Guru Arjan Sahib, p.905.
'Jaisi Main Avai Khasam KT Bani; Taisra Kalin Gian Ve Lalo", Gum
Nanak Sahib p. 722.
"The Sikh have been described by non-Indian observers as a seprate
nation, almost a separate race and Sikhism has been described as a
.Ipir;tual republic, a spiritual democracy, a military democracy, by
competent Western writers. To me, membership ofthe order of Khalsa is
a prize which has to be won by an initiation which demands both
saintliness and heroism, selfless public service as well as individual moral
excellence in the candidate for initiation", writes Dr. Mohan SinXh in
introduction to Sirdar Kapur Singh's "Parasharprasna ". 1959.
Duncan Greeniess. The Gospel of Guru Granth Sahih. p.3.
Cunningham, His::>ry of the Sikhs, p.I J.
Duncan Greenless. The Gospel of Guru Granth Sahih. p XU.
Gnostics and their Remains, p. VIll.
E. E. Kellet. A Short History of Religion. pAlO.
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12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
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A. Barth, The Religions of India, p.242.
Guru Gobind Singh, Aka1 Ustati p.85.
Farquhar, The Modern Indian Religious Movement, p.ll O.
"Sikhism is the nwst nwdem and yet the nwst misunderstood of all the
world religions. Some have described it as an off-shoot ofthe Bhakti cult
inspired in its main tenets by Kabir. Others have taken it to be a synthesis
of Mohammedan nwnotheism and the Hindu metaphysics. A scholar has
even suggested it to be a crudeform ofBudhism on account ofits insistence
or Nirvana
A Muslim sect, the Qadiani, has been quoting chapter
and verse to prove that Guru Nanale, the founder of the Sikh faith, was a
Muslim", writes Dr. Gopal Singh, Guru Granth Sahib, Vol.!, p.XIX..
(i) Guru Granth Sahib (ii) Die Religion del' Sikhs.
(i) A lecture on Sikhism (ii) The Sikh Religion (6. Vols.)
The Religion of the Sikhs.
Sikhism, a Universal Religion.
The Book of the Ten Masters.
Thus spake Nanak.
Biography of Guru Nanak Sahib.
History and Philosophy of the Sikhs (Two volumes).
Comparative Religion.
(i) The Khalsa; (ii) Sikhism, Its Ideals and Institutions.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Philosophy of Sikhs.
The Gospel of the Guru Granth.
A History of Punjabi Literature; An Introduction to Punjabi Literature.
Sikh Studies.
Translation of Guru Granth Sahib (Two Volumes).
Bhai Gurdas wrote 'Val's' and 'Kabits', the fomler in Punjabi and the
latter nwre or less in Hindi.

31.
32.
33.

His book of a philosophical nature is 'Gunnat Nirnai Sagar'.
Sikh Maryada.
(i) Bhavarasamrit (ii) MokshPanth (IIl)Adhyatma Ramayan (iv) Prabodh
Chandra Natak.
(i) Gurpartap Suraj (ii) Nanak Prakash (These deal nwstly with the lives
of the Gurus).
(i) Gursikhia Prabhakar (ii) Sri Mukhvak Sidhant loti.
(i) Gunnat Sudhakar (ii) Gunnat Parbhiikar (iii) Sikhi Marg. (He has
collected the verses ofthe Gurus under different heads which are helpful
as raw material. This is ofthe nature ofan index rather than a study ofSikh

34.

35.
36.
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37.

38.
39.

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

48.
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theology).
In his articles publishedin the Oriental College quarterlyjournal (punjabi)
before the partition ofthe Punjab, he gave an exhaustive, critical view of
the Sikh conception of Godhead.
(i) Gunnat Nirnai (ii) Guru Sahib Te Veda.
"Eckhart distinguishes between God and Godhead. The Godhead is not
Being butthepotentiality ofBeing containing within Himselfalldistinctions
as yet undeveloped", writes W R. Inge, Philosophy of Plotinus p./12.
Dr. Mohan Singh, A History of Punjabi Literature.
John Fischte, Idea of God, Introduction.
Guru Granth Sahib p,755.
J. Shen, God and Intelligence,p.l
The Sikh Philosophy
Farquhar, The Modem Religious Movement in India, p.112.
Barth, Religions of India, p.244.
Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, p.670.
It is not a historicalfact that Guru Nanak Sahib attached the gatherings
ofRamanuja's followers or read Ramanuja's work in his very early years.
Guru Nanak Sahib poetized his views of God at the age ofseven when he
was sent to a school and when he asked his teacher the full implications
of the letters of the alphabet. The teacher failed in the task and then he
himself explained the meanings of the letters of the alphabet and gave a
clear picture of his conception of God. Whatever similarity there is
between Ramanuja 's theism and Sikhism is metaphysical-conceptual and
not historical; on the other hand there is a great deal ofdifference, too. It
is therefore a gratuituous assumption that Guru NanakSahib was influenced
by the idealistic theism ofRamanuja.
Bawa Budh Singh in his "Hans Chog" calls Bhai Gurdas, the St. Paul of
the Sikhs.
Dr. Mohan Singh writes, "His work is deemed to hold the key to the Sikh
spiritual treasury. "-An Introduction to Punjabi Literature.

The Sources of Study
This study is based on three works;
Guru Granth Siihib,
Guru Granth
Dasam Granth and 'Viiriin' of Bhai Gurdas.
Sahib, contains amongst other verses, the poetry of six Gurus. I. II.
III. IV. V and IX; the D.asam Granth is entirely Guru Gobind
Singh's original poetical compostition; 'Viiriin', plural of 'Viir'
means a balled, martial, lyrical or spritual. The Var is more of a
metre than of a poetic type; as such, it may be and has been used for
various types of poetry.
Guru Granth Sahib!
Originally the name of this holy Scripture of the SHms was
Granth Sahib. Granth literally means a holy book and the Persian
word 'Samb' is mark of respect for this Holy Scripture, which is
treated as the living Divine Person. The Holy After Guru Gobind
Singh, the Guruship was passed on to the Grtl1lth Siihib (and it is
only after that, that it had been worshipped as the living embodiment
of the Divine Word and is treated as SUCh), and to the entire Sikh
Community as a whole, or the Panth, which literally means the way,
and which, in this case, made to convey all those who sincerely and
fully traversed the way.
Since the bestowal of Guruship on it, the Granth Sahib is now
commonly called Guru GranthSahib. In every Gurdwara, a copy of
Guru Granth Sahib is installed. At every religious or other gathering
the presence ofGuru Granth Sahib is most essential. Every function
in the lite of a Sikh, from birth to death, revolves round this sacred
Granth. A child is named after on the letters of the first Shabad in
the Guru Granth Sahib when it is opened at random on the special
occasion. The marriage ceremony consists of the couple Walking
around Guru Granth Sahib four times while recitation of special
hymns from the Granth goes on. On every special occasion reading
of the whole Guru Granth Sawb is carried out from the beginning
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to the end. There is the Sahij Path (open recitation); one can take as
much time as one likes to finish the whole reading. There is the
'Saptahik-Path': the reading to be finished within one week. There
is the 'Akand Path', the continuous reading aloud day and night
without any stop. A continuous recitation of Guru Granth Sahib
nonnally takes forty-eight hours.
This great spiritual anthology of the Sikh, Guru Granth Sahib,
contains 1430 pages, and every line in it is pregnant with spiritual
and theological meanings and implications. The Granth was
completed by Guru Arjan Sahib in 1604. It includes the 'Bani' of
his predecessors, and selections from the 'Bani' of a few preceding
Hindu and Muslim popular saints.
The original revelations ofthe six Sikh Gurus, in their authentic
fonn, are contained in the Guru Granth Sahib.
1. The First, Guru Nanak Sahib (1469-1539)
2. The Second, Guru Angad Sahib (1504-1553)
3. The Third, Guru Amar Das Sahib (1509-1574)
4. The Fourth, Guru Ram Das Sahib (1534-1581)
5. The Fifth, Guru Arjan Sahib (1563-1606)
6. The Ninth, Guru Tegh Bahadur Sahib (1621-1675)
II

Dasaro Granth
The Dasam Granth, as the name suggests, is the revealed book
of the Tenth Master, Guru Gobind SIngh (1661-1708).
The Dasam Granth, like Guru Granth Sahib, does not only
contain the spiritual treasury and songs of God; a great part of the
Dasam Granth deals with Hindu mythology, a knowledge ofwhich
is very essential to understand Guru Granth Sahib, which contains
many allusions and references from Hindu mythology within the
easy reach of the Sikhs, but it does not mean that Guru Gobind
Singh relapsed into Hinduism or accepted the basic tenets of
Hinduism. The translation of Hindu mythology into Hindvi verse
was purely ofan academic interest and nothing more. Ofimmediate
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concern with our study are the following poetical works in the
Dasam Granth :Jap : It heads the contents of the Dasam Granth. It is to be
compared and contrasted with Japuji by Guru Nanak Sahib, which
heads the contents of Guru Granth Sahib.
Akal Ustati : In praise of the 'Beyond Time', Not-Time.
Swayyas : A Swayyais a prosodical-cum-stanzaic form offour
lines, used chiefly for composition in praise of kings, heroes etc.
The Guru glorifies the Lord in these Swayyas.
Kabits : A Kabit is like a Swayya except that it is still longer
and has like the Swayya, four lines rhyming together. The Kabits
are in praise of the Lord and of Spiritual life.
Shaster Nam Mala: The rosary ofthe names of war weapons;
this is a marvel of imaginative literary creation; all the several
thousand names of weaspons are in fact the names of God, one
might well add, the 'destructive' names of the Lord.
So far as speculative and theological philosophy is concerned,
it is the same in the Dasam Granth as in Guru Granth Sahib. The
concept of God has, however, been very specifically elaborated and
stressed by Guru Gobind Singh. He has used almost all the
attributive names ofGod mentioned in Guru Granth Sahib, and has,
in addition, himself coined many more. He has also used numerous
names of God of Persian and Sanskrit origin, which had not been
used in Guru Granth Sahib. The attribute of God as the militant
leader 'Kharag-Rup', 'Kharag-Kesh', and as the sword-God as
the sign of struggle and war-is a special contribution of Guru
Gobind Singh to the already mentioned attributes of God in Guru
Granth Sahib. So far as basic Sikhphilosophy and spiritual theology
is concerned, the teachings ofthe Dasam Granth do not differ from
Guru Granth Sahib.
III

Works of Bhai Gurdas
Bhai Gurdas left us three works 'Varan', Kabits and Swayyas' ,
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the 'Varan' ofBhai Gurdas are more popular.
Bhai Gurdas was a blood relation ofthe fifth Guru, ArjanSahib,
who had just completed Guru Granth Sahib before his martyrdom
in 1606. Bhai Gurdas died during the life of the sixth Guru,
Hargobind Sahib. The SHill tradition has it that the actual work of
putting on paper the revealed Word of the first five Gurus from
original sources, under the dictation of Guru Arjan Sahib himself,
was done by Bhai Gurdas. As Bhai Gurdas went on taking dictation
day after day, it was natural that a sensitive, inspired poet-saint like
him should concurrently deeply understand the import ofthe sacred
Scripture as also he should himself react as a writer. When exactly
did that materialise we do not know in point of time but it is on
record that before his death Bhai Gurdas left behind him forty
'Varan', thirty three 'Sawayyas' and four hundred forty one
'Kabits '. His reaction to the revealed Word of the Guru not mere!y
betrayed his deep understanding of the philosphy, mysticism and
ethics as taught by the Gurus, but also proved a most thorough
elucidation, expostition, annotation and exemplification of the
cardinal doctrines of Sikhism. Many passing allusions to Hindu
and Muslim history, mythology and symbolism have been given in
full details by Bhai Gurdas so that Bhai Gurdas's works constitute
the key to the treasury of the Sikh Scripture. The Sikh Gurus had
used up many references from Hindu and Muslim religions to bring
home their point of view to the common man, Hindu and Muslim
alike. The references to Hindu and Muslim traditions and beliefs
may and have led the unwary readers to identify Sikhism with
Puranic and Upnishadic Hinduism and later Sufism. The study of
the works of Bhai Gurdas along with the study of the Sacred
Scriptures, therefore, becomes indispensible for correctly
understanding the import of these references and for guarding a
student of Sikh religion against at any wrong conclusions.

The Knowability of God
"God is Unknowable, Unapproachable, and Unfathomable;
Only those canknow Him whom He chooses to reveal Himself."
Guru Nanak Sahib!.
God cannot be apprehended by the physical senses nor can He
be understood by the intellect with the aid of its logical categories.
He is beyond senses and beyond understanding. To indicate the
incomprehensibility of Godhead the two words most frequently
used in the Sikh Scripture are 'Agam' beyond the reach ofthe mind;
and 'Agochar', beyond the reach of the sansas. The other words
frequently used are 'Achint' , unthinkable 'Agadh' and 'Agah',
unfathomable; 'Achchedh', that which can not be penetrated; and
'Akath', inetfable; 'Asajh' ununderstandable.
The Guru views man to be a creation of the Supreme being;
theretore, by the very fact ofman being a creation, man is debarred
from knowing the illimitable confines and contents of Godhead.
'The Created One can not know the full dimensions (mit) of the
Creator2 ." The Creator is infinite, 'Beant' without end; 'Upar
Apar', beyond and still beyond; while the creation is tlnite and
limited, It the finite man is to comprehend the Intlnite, either his
own understanding and his power of grasping shpuld become
intlnite or Godhead may become finite, for the purpose of man's
comprehension of him. Since neither God is tlnite nor our
understanding is intlnite, therefore, the apprehension of God with
the aid of tinite intellectual categories of the tlnite physical senses
is an impossibility3.
God can not be known by the intellect or reason. It does not
mean that the Guru underestimates the worth or instrumentality of
reason. The knowledge of God is superational; it surpasses reason,
but does not contradi<.;t it. Our 'puritled' intellect is the only source
through which we can recognize our finitude and long for the
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Infinite. Our intellect helps us in every phase of life and also helps
us to be one with the Supreme Being. In our darkness of ignorance
the only light that is there at our disposal is our intelligence and
power of reasoning. No doubt the reason in us is just like a little
flicker oflight, which completely trusted will not lead us out of the
dark ofignorance; but this again is reason which will realize its own
capacity and limits and realize thatit can not lead us to the Ideal. The
Guru properly estimates the value of reason and at the same time
recognizes its limits. The help of intellect is to be taken as it goes.
"It is through intellect that the Lord can be worshiped and honour
can be obtained. It is again the intellect by which the revealed Word
is read and understood. All other ways ofunreason and irrationality
to realize God are the works ofShaiHin to drive us away from G0ct4.
Intellect does help us in our spiritual ascent but very little. "Our
intellectual categories, our methods of reasoning are entirely
dualistic; therefore, can not treat of the Being, who surpasses
duality", thinks Watts 5 • The Selfcan know what is other than Itself
but cannot know its own Self. A hand can grasp what is other than
itself but can not grasp itself. The self can apprehend God if God is
other than the Self; subjective and objective categories do not exist
for God. He is the very essence of the Self. He is the pure Subject
without any object to oppose it. God's nature and dimensions can
not be known. "Only if He be the other, we can logically have any
knowlegde of Him, says Guru Arjan Sahib6 •
God is the essence of the individual Self but at the same time
He is the ever-transcending Universal Self. He transcends very
High and His Highness transcends even our very conception of
transcendence. Man can know God anI y ifhe ascends as high as that
High one is. There is no one who can stand in any comparison to
God; God alone is as great as Himself; therefore, no one can know
God? Philo expresses the above-mentioned truth in the words,."
One must first become God in order to comprehend God 8 • "Since
no one can reach the limits ofthe transcendence of Godhead, no one
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cantherefore, know God. He alone has perfect knowledgeconceming
Himself, and he reveals the knowledge ofHis own selfto those upon
whom He rains His Grace", says Guru Nanak Sahib9 •
The knowledge ofGod is possible only ifGod chooses to reveal
Himselfto a chosen one. "God shows Himselfto that one whom He
likes, says GuruArjanSahiblO • God can be seen by his ownlightjust
as the sun can be seen by the light of the sun. It is the 'Mehr', or
'Nadar' (Grace of God) that He reveals Himselfto man to uplift him
tothe highest status l l . Intellect aloneunaidedby grace andrevelation
can not lead man to the Highest Reality. 'The deepest discoveries
and the highest achievments of the unaided intellect need to be
supplemented by truths which can only come to us through special
revelations," writes flint Lony 12.
lbe revelation ofGod leads to 'Anubhava '13, the inner spiritual
experience. and 'Dib Drishti 714 , the divine or the highest religious
insight l5 • 1bis vision of God does not look beyond itself for
meaning. It does not appeal to external standards of logic and
metaphysics. It is its own cause and its own explanation. It is
Sovereign in its own right and carries its own credentials. It is
self-established, self-evidencing or self-luminous. It is beyond the
bounds of proofs and encompasses completeness. It is pure
comprehension truth-tilled and truth-bearing. To have 'Dib Drishti'
is to know and see in one's Self the Being of all Beings, the Ground
and the Abyss. The Divine vision does not argue or explain, but it
Knows and Is.
"Anubhava is not the immediacy ofan un-intetpreted sensation,
where the existence and the content of what is apprehended are not
separate. 1bis immediacy is higher and not lower than mediative
retlective knowledge. It has kinship with artistic insight rather than
animal perception," writes Radha Krishnan16 • Dradley also thinks
that distinction should be made between immediacy that appears at
the sub-intellectual level, beforethat appears at the super-intellectual
level where intellectual analysis can not reach. Socrates preferred
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to rest his case not on inductive evidence from observed facts but
on arguments based on intutition. Aristotle's nous represent the
intuitive apprehension of the first principle, which all reasoning
assumes to start with. For Spinoza instinctive knowledge is said to
consist not on being convinced by reason but is an immediate union
with the thing itself. Pascal says that the heart has reason which
reason knows not.
The divine vision, or the knowledge of God by being in God is
not only the activity of the intellect only but the yearning of the
whole being of man,· which also includes his ethical and aesthetic
nature. 'The religious consciousness is not reducible either to
ethical, aesthetical or intellectual activity or the sum of these. It is
an autonomous form of spiritual life which while it includes these
elements yet transcends them. The object of religion is neither the
true, nor the good, nor the beautiful nor a mere unity of these, but
God, the Universal Consciousness, which includes these values and
yet transcends them," writes Radha Krishnan 17 •
'Anubhav Parkash', the light ofdirect vision, is knowledge by
identity. There is no difference between the knower, the known and
the process of knowledge but all is one comprehensive whole, a
unity, a totality. The knowledge of God rises form the fusion of the
individual mind with the universal mind. It is Knowledge by being,
not by senses or by symbols. It is the awareness ofthe truth ofthings
by identity. It transforms our whole life and yields the presence of
a Oivine Presence. As such awareness can not be differentiated into
the subject-object states, it is an integral undivided consciousness
in which not merely this or that side ofman's consciousness but his
whole being seems to find itself. It is a condition ofconsciousncess,
in which the foolings are fused, ideas melt into one another,
boundaries are broken and ordinary distinctions are transcended.
Past, present and future fade away in a sense of timeless being.
Spiritual pure consciousness and Being are not different. All being .
is pure consciousness and all pure consciousness is being. Thought
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and reality coalesce and an active merging of subject and object
results. Life grows conscious of its own incredible depths. In this
fullness-aware life, the distinction between the Knower and the
Known disappears.
TIus knowledge by being or by identity is not knowledge in the
proper sense of the term. Knowledge in the usual sense of the term
assumes the distinction between the Knower and the Known. But
there is no such distinction in the Knowledge of God. It is more or
less awareness or consciousness of the Supreme rather than the
Knowledge of Him.
TIle 'Brahm Gyani', the God-conscious, is one with God. TIle
Knower becomes one with the object known. "The Knower of God
is himself God 1s . The 'Brahm Gyani' is the Unmanifest 'NirQkar'
and the Manifest 'AlWr'. The Knower is one with the object known,
therefore, he inherits all the qualities of the known. God is all
Knowledge. He knows Himself and His Creation and therefore he,
who is one with God, knows Himself, and all that is there in the
Cosmos. He knows that by knowing which all else is known. He
becomes 'Samdarshi'19 the seer ofthe happenings in all directions.
He becomes 'Trikal Darshi', the knower of the past, the present and
the future.
Those who realize God, and are with Him, are not prone to
make loud declarations about God. "Those who realize God, thay
want to hide the fact", says Guru Arj an Sa11ib20 • "He who knows the
Tao is reluctant to speak of it", says Lao Tze.
Those who have the vision of God, do not want to describe their
knowledge. If ever they try to put their vision into words, they find
that speech fails them to describe what they have seen. They are
silent like the dumb who have tasted something sweet, but cannot
express that feeling in articulate sounds. When a man comes near
God, he is in a way transported out ofhimself. When he returns unto
himself, he is unable to express the feelings ofhis contact with God.
"A wonder of wonders! My face is flushed with joy: 0 Nanak, the

-
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saint is lost in the bliss like a dumb person, who can only smile after
having tasted the sweet" says Guru Arjan Sahib21 . Tagore expresses
the same idea in the words: "I put my tales ofyou into lasting songs.
The secret gushes out of my heart. They come and ask me, "Tell us
all your meanings." I know not how to answer them. I say, "Ah! who
knows that they mean!22."
Brahm Gyan or spiritual knowledge can not be communicated.
It is 'Akath', unutterable. It transcends the logical categories and
can not be expressed in words and symbols. "The vision of the
infinite may be all the more clearer and more real because of its
untranslatableness and ideality than anything else that can be
afterwards described, set in order, and communicated through the
medium offigurative speech. Is there nothing knowable which is at
the same time incommunicable, a second time through the vehicle
of language? In reference to the ultimate knowledge there may not
only be a time to speak and to keep silence, but there may also be
implicit evidence of the most indubitable kind, which can not
afterwards be made explicit by any possibility, writes Thomas
Hi1l 23 . 'The deeper and more spiritual an experience is, the more
readily does it dispense with signs and symbols. The glory of
spiritual life is inexpressible and beyond the reach of speech and
mind. Itisthe greatunfathomablemystry, and words are treacherous,
writes RadhaKrishnan24 .It does not mean that in spiritual communion
man comprehends God totally or knows him completely; but, man
touches only phase of His being and can only say that He is
Unknowable or in spiritual communion unknowableness of God in
known while He essentially remains Unknowable. "The source and
the ground of revelation can not be revealed; the ground of
knowledge can not be known25 ." "We may know God but there is
always a something still more that seems unknown and remains
unspoken. A profound impression of the majesty of God still
remains with the devotee who is certain that we can never reach the
divine level of glory. Some of the seers ofUpnishads, St. 111eresa,
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John of the Cross, represent this type26.
The Guru is conscious of God's Immanence in the whole of
creation and gives Him all the possible attributive and qualitative
names to bring home to the layman the Guru's experience of being
in God. lhis consciousness of God can be expressed is two ways:
via eminita and via negatia. The Guru is conscious of God as
manifesting Himself in the world of things and objects. The
immanence of God does not represent His whole being. God is
much more than He is in this world. The Being of Godhead which
transcends the universes also transcends all empirical
differentiations. It is beyond alllikness to the things of the world.
Even the most glorious things in the world have nothing1n common
with His Supreme Majesty and therefore no likeness canbe asserted
and when spea.ldng about Godhead one employs only negative,
excluding assertions. No positive assertion about the total Being of
God is possible. Whatever possible attribute is there, must be
simply denied of Absolute Godhead. The Guru has used every
possible negative epithet to emphasise the transcendental being of
Godhead. Philo also holds the same idea as the Guru about the
knowability of God as is clear from the following quotation:
"Who can venture to affirm of Him, who is the cause of all
things either that He is a body or that He is incorproreal or that he
had such distinctive qualities; on that He has no such qualities? Or
who, in short, can venture to affirm anything positively about His
essence, or His character, or His constitution or His movements ?
But He alone can utter a positive assertion respecting Himselfsince
He alone has an accurate knowledge ofHis own nature, without the
possibility of mistake.
"Are not those men then simple who speculate on the essence
of God ? For how can they, who are ignorant of the nature of the
essence oftheir own soul, have any accurate knOWledge ofthe soul
of the Universe ? For the soul of the Universe, according to our
defintion, is God.
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"God can be known from His own light alone27 ."
To sum up, God can not be known by the intellect because
intellectual categories can work when there is the duality between
the subject and the object. but there is no such difference with regard
to the knowledge ofGod. The Selfwithin becomes one with the Self
without. This is not knowledge but being or identity. It is an
awareness or consciousness of the Supreme and can not be termed
as man's knowledge of Him. This awareness ofGod comes through
spiritual religious experience, which depends upon Grace of God.
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The unity of Godhead
'The one is the Unformed and all Forms;
He is full of qualities, and beyond all qualities.
He remains One in Himself and in the multiple creation,
God created the world of forms, and
He interrelates all forms with one thread {law or order)!."
-Guru Arjan Sahib.
'The one is the Manifest, the Unmanifest,
and the Divine darkness (beyond the Manifest and the
Unmanifest).
The One is present in the beginning,
in the middle, and in the end,
o Man realize the truth of the Oneness of God2 •
-Guru Arjan Sahib
The Guru believe in the Absolute Unity of Godhead, in God's
transcendental Unity, as well as in His manifestational Unity. The
Unity ofGodhead may and does express itselfin the multiplicity of
existence; still, there is the pre-existentunity, whole, complete, full
and unconditioned. God is 'Ek', One, and 'Anek', many3. The One,
while manifesting Himself as the many, does not lose His oneness
but essentially and substantially or existentially remains One. He is
One in His being and One in His activity. The many are the
manifestations (rather the creations of the One; and thus the One,
however, ever remains the One in His transcendence as well as in
His immanence. He is the transcendent One, the immanent One and
the transcendent-immanent One and also the One beyond both
transcendence and immanence in the super-Unity of His Being.
That One is 'Nirakiir', the unformed One; He is the 'Akar', the
form; He is 'Nirgun', without qUalities, and 'Sargun', with qualities;
'Nirantar', within all; 'Nirlep', beyond all taint or ties of 'Maya';
'Gupat', invisible, unmanifest; 'Pargat', visible, manifest; 'Nerei',
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near in His omnipresence; 'Dur' far away in His transcendence.
The Holy Sikh Scripture begins with the figure one (9.),
standing for the mathematical unity, prefixed to the monosyllable
'am'. The sound 'am' in the Hindu scriptures indicates the Unity
of the manifest Godhead. This unity is the unity of all the created
Trinties like Brahma, Vishnu and Mehesh; Sattva, Rajas, Tamas;
walking life, dream-life and dreamless sleep. Though the term 'am'
used in the Sikh Scripture seems to be the same, by prefixing the
figure one (9.) to it, its content becomes much different. 'Ek Onkar'
in the Sikh Scripture does not mean that the Absolute is a unity of
any trinity; but that it is essentially and completely one, unity of
content, quality, quantity and operation. He is one in His Being; one
in His 'Shabad', Word or Logos; one in His 'Hukam' order or tiat;
one in His 'Raza' or Will and one in His existence or 'Sat'.
God is the mathematical unity or one (9.) viewed in relation to
His creation; but in Himself and beyond His relationship to the
creation, there is the Super-Unity ofGodhead which transcends the
mathematical unity or oneness. Beyond the unity ofOne is the unity
of 'Sunn '4 (Sunya); from the 'Sunn' emergestheOne5 • This 'Sunn'
is both the non-mathematical infinite and the mathematical
nothingness 6 • 'Sunn' as used by Guru Nanak Sahib, should not be
understood to mean nothing in the sense of(no-thing) . To the Guru
'Sunn 'istheunuttcrable, inscrutablemystery, the Divine 'darkness',
which is God Himself. God, as He is absolutely in Himself, beyond
all duality, neither one nor many, nor both one and many, nor
neither one nor many, and yet, with equal reality and truth, all these.
The Unity of 'Sunn' may be termed as the unity of the intlnite
zero in the Western philosophical terminology. When this zero
expands it comes to be known as, and becames one. The
Transcendental unity becomes one, pervades immanently in one
and all subsequent figures. The unity of 'Sunn' is beyond human
understanding, conception and imagination. The highest unity that
man is capable of conceiving is the mathmetical unity of One;
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therefore; God is time and again declared as one in Guru Granth
Sahib and in the other Sikh spiritual writings. The term one is used
as synonymous with Godhead8 •
"The one is not the wealthiest or the poorest of all numbers, but
the plenitude of all and the source of all, says plotinus. He calls the
tigure one as the negation ofall the numbers. "For Plotinus the one
is the source from which unity and plurality proceeds; it is the
transcendence of separability rather than a negation of plurality9."
When the Guru calls God "one", he intends thereby only to exclude
the notion of disruptibility or differentiability. The difference
between the unity of 'Sunn' of the infinite zero, and the one or 'Ik',
is not essential and does not substantially exist but is only a
ditlerence of spiritual, creative levels.
Godhead is the transcendental unity and the immanental unity 10•
There is multiplicity and diversity in the universe; Godhead is
conceived as the unity which holds together the multiplicity I I •
Godis the all pervading soul ofthe universe; this is only another
way of stating the truth that multiplicity in the universe is held
together and energised by the Supreme Unity 12. "Unity in
diversity-an aesthetic principle-should be utilized to gain both
logical and aesthetic strength for the traditional theistic view, says
Watts 13. The unity of Godhead is the unity beyond the multiplicity
and in the multiplicity. The primal unity, when it takes the form of
becoming, He, in so doing becomes one and many, behind the many
there being the living unity of the One. "Godhead is the unity in the
multiplicity because ofthe multiplicity and beyond the multiplicity."
Says Prof. Dr. Miss Betty Heimannl4 •
God is the Supreme Reality, and no second reality stands
against Him on an equal footing imposing any limitation upon his
being 15. He is one without a second. All created things have
opposities by which they are conditioned and limited. All creatures
are of a mutually exclusive character in relation to each other; for
this is not that, I am not Thou, light is not darkness, red is not blue.
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Thus in a peculiar sense God is all-inclusive, for had there been any
other than Him, it would have implied limitation of Him and He
would not be Int1nite. "Ifthe Unity of God is truly all-inclusive and
non-dual, it must include diversity and distinction, as well as
oneess, otherwise the principle of diversity will stand over against
God, as something opposite to and outside Him 16 •
S1. Thomas fails to see that God can include the many and even
be many as well as one, because he regarded mUltiplicity and
diversity of Being as a privation and not a perfection of Being. He
sees diversity as the subjection of Unity to division and
distintegration. Particular things-men, trees, stones-areparticular
or they lack the fullness of Being and express only a fragment of
Being. But this is wholly a negative idea of particularity. He does
not realise that the particular is a great and positive good, that God's
expression ofHimselfin particular things neither adds to His Being,
nor disintegrates Him. According to the Guru. the splendour of the
Divine Unity is expressed in the splendour of the Divine variety17.
To say that God is non-dual is only another way of saying that He
is free absolutely; God is tree to be One, not bound to be One. He
is tree to include diversity in His Unity, free to other Himself. "He
others Himself in nature and is pleased in the process", says Guru
Nanak Sahib H .
God's othering of Himself in the creation is not Mayti or an
illusion. "He truly is and His creation has also real existence 19, says
Guru Arjan Sahib. The multiplicity is as real as the unity since the
creature is one with God in the very act of being other than God.
"Thou hast created the universe from Thy own self. It is Thy playful
desire to see Thyself in the order than Thyselt"2o. says Guru Nanak
Sahib. It is God's 'Hukam' ,21 or the Fiat of His Will whereby the
individuals own their individuality and are occupied in their
individual actions and reactions. Thus we discover the unity of
ourselves with God through the very realization that we are
ourselves and not God. The multiplicity ofobjects is amanifestational
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phase of God's creative activity; but behind and beyond the
multiplicity is God Himself, the One, the Absolute, the Selfexistent, and the Self-Identical.
TIle Guru belives God to be the ultimate ground ofall existence,
or inthe words ofSpinoza, the ultimate substance, yet the multiplicity
ofRis creation is believed to be equally real. The mystic sees God
"as all in all", but to him individual things are not lost, nor
obliterated in the unity of Godhead, but transfigured, only seen as
more perfectly and uniquely themselves, and not God. The Guru
believes in the One Reality, the noumena behind all phenomena of
multiplicity; tlle phenomena being the manifestation (or rather
creation) of the noumena, is as really exsiting as the noumena. The
One God expresses Himself as the plurality and yet remains the
unity just as an individual expresses himself in a variety of acts and
yet remains one. In tile Sikh Scripture the Unity of Godhead is not
stressed at the cost of multiplicity, but the many are stressed to be
only manifestions (creations) of the One.
TIle metaphor most commonly used in Guru Granth Sahib to
intergrate unity and plurality is of the sun and its rays, water and its
waves, tire and its flames, dust and dust particles, music and tunes 22 •
The rays, the waves, the flames and the tunes are nothing more than
the manifestation of their respective sources. In the same way
cTeated and manifested plurality and multiplicity has no independent
existence but is only in Willed, Ordered manifestation of the One
source. Thus the essential unity of Godhead as well as Its
manifestational unity are aftlrmed by the Guru.
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One, 171014 art One. "-Guru Nanak Sahib, p.I44.
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Asa-di-viir.
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Guru Arjan Sahib, p.284, also p.254, 295, /077.

20.

Asa-cli-var.

21.

"By His Hukam are the creatures born,
By His Hlikam they receive honour,
By His Hukam is one good and the other, bad.
By His Hukam we receive happiness or sufferings.
By His Hlikam some areforgiven,
while others are involved in the even moving circle of sin and error.
Every One is in the ambit of His 'Hlikam';
None is independent of it. "-Guru Nanak Sahib, Japji Sahib.
"Just as millions offlames arisefrom thefire, they appear separate vel will
amalgamate infire;
Just as millions of dust particles arise from dust, and will be reabsorbed
in dust;
Just as many are the tunes afmusic;
Just as waves of water are one with water;
In the same way,
From the One Transcendent, the many arise and will be absorbed in the
One."
-Guru Gobind Singh ji, AkQl Uslali.

22.

The Creativity of God
'The Lord is the Doer, the Director and the Ultimate Authority;
whatsoever He Wills that alone will come to be." In one instant
(Khin/Kshana) the Lord creates all and determines its destruction;
there is no limit to His creative and destructive activity.
By His Fiat the earth abides without any support; by His Fiat
things appear and disappear.
His Fiat distributes high work and low work: it is His Fiat or
Will that makes the plurality of form and colour to prevail.
The Lord creates things, inspects them and enjoyes His glory,
His majesty and His biggness.
Says Nanak, my Lord is found to abide in all created things."
-Guru Arjan Sahib l .
God creates the whole cosmos by an act of 'Divine Hukam' (An
Arabic word meaning will, tiat or order). The one Divine act of
creative willing involves and includes in it, from the very beginning,
the coming up of the show, the continuous sustenance of it, the
guidance of its destinies and the end of it. God does not only create
the universe but also sustains it by constantly giving it being2 • If
God were to withdraw His being trom the universe, the whole show
will collapse into nothingness. God the Creator, not only creates
and sustains, He, as the ever present Guru, guides the whole
universe to its proper destiny. The creator is thus the tirst, the tinal
and the eversustaining cause of the world. In the Sikh Scriptures,
God, the creater is named 'Kartii', 'Kartiir', 'Karan-Kiiran',
'Sirandii', 'Sirjanhiir', 'Usiiranwiilii', 'Khiiliq'.
God creates the world and, together with it time and space come
into existence. As time and space are the conditions or categories of
manifestation and God, as the Creator, is beyond and outside time
and space. He becomes Intinite and Eternal. God is before spacetime, after space-time and, also, in space-time. God as beyond
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space-time is named as 'Adesh' and 'Aldil'; while Godin space-time
is named as 'Sarbatr Desh' and 'Sarbatr Ktil', Although God is also
in space-time, He is not conditioned by them and is not the product
of them, while all else is the product of 'Ktil' 3 • The word 'Kiil' used
by the Guru stands both for space and time; space is the static
background against or in which the dynamic time moves. Time is
horizontal extension and space is vertical extension. According to
the Guru not only the whole universe but also the Gods ofthe Hindu
trinity are the products of 'Kiil', The Guru and St. Thomas are in
perfect agreement with regard to the creation of the world and of
space-time. "St. Thomas writes, "God brought into being both the
creatures and the time together. lbe preservation of things by God
does not take place by some new action, but by a prolongation of
that act by which He gives existence, and this action is without
change or time." There are two notions in the Thomist doctrine of
creation: the tIrst, that <.Teation is a divine act which operates upon
a creature not only at the moment when it comes into being but
every moment of its existence; the second, that creation does not
itselHake place in time, since time is one ofthe attributes ofcreation
and the created world4 •
'Kiil' or time and space cause all things to be t1nite and limited
in their respective spheres and subjects them to cause and effect.
The Creator, being Infinite and Eternal, is beyond cause. He
Himselfis His own cause oris Self-caused, 'Saibhang' 'Syambhav'.
God, as the Creator, is the lntergrated whole, the Totality, the
One, the Unity. Unless God is the Whole, the One, the Unity, the
order, the intelligent planning, and the working ofteleology are not
possible in tIlis world, "The unity of God may be inferred from the
creation of tile universe, because it is a coherent and uniform work,
from tIrst to last; and also because it depends upon one God, as the
body upon its soul. The Universe has been so created, thato,.God may
be everywhere present therein, keep the whole and every part of it
under His direction, and thus maintain it in perpetual unity, which
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is to preserve it", says Swedenborg5•
The working ofteleology is there even to the minutest particles
of dust. "Even if God creates worms inside the stones, He stores
food for them. in the stones, before their very birth", Says Guru
Arjan Sahib6 • 111e order. the purpose, the teleology can not be there
if the world is the result ofthe action and reaction ofphysical forces
or is the result of any multifarious agencies or tendencies. The
perfect order andthe perfect planning point to the unity and wisdom
of the Creator. God, the Creator, is thus supreme in unity and
supreme in wisdom.
God not only l-Teates the world but also sustains it by always
giving it being. As Being, He is always immanent in the universe.
and is fully aware of the needs and necessities of each and every
individual. God, the Creator Knows all; theretore. He is supreme in
Knowledge and consciousness. Whatever knowledge or
consciousness we possess. it is because we partake in the being of
God7 • God gives Knowledge. Consciousness. Wisdom and all that
we have, just out ofcompassion, love and mercy tor His creatures.
He has no aim or purpose in giving all this to his l-Teatures; He gives
without regard to the so-called merits or demerits of the creatures;
and enjoys His own intinite compassionate giving and forgiving.
God does not only give and sustain. but as the Guru, directs the
destinies of the world and of the individual souls in it. God as the
inseated Controller (Antarjiinil) directs the individuals from within
and as the Guru from without.We can take advantage of the omni
presence and omnipotence ofGod ifwe like ourselves to be directed
by His will (Raw). 1l1is is possible only ifwe constantly remember
Him through His glories, surrender to Him and love Him. Nearness
of God and assimilation of His qualities finally leads to a sense of
communion and union with Him. Thus God, the Creator, becomes
the one object of universal love. worship and adoration.
God is the Creator only in relation to the world. while in
Himself. He is the ever-trdllScendent Absolute. "ll1e creator and the
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absolute are two phases of the One and the same Supreme Being.
Bordyeau thinks otherwise: "It is unthinkable that there should be
movement in the Absolute, creating an order ofbeing external to it.
In the Absolute nothing can be thought of positively. It admits of
negative characteristics only. If the Absolute of negative theology
is identitied with Creator of positive theology, the world proves to
be accidental, unnecessary, insignificant, having no relation with
the inner Deity, therefore, in the last resort, meaningless. Creature
has meaning and dignity only if the creation of the world is
understood as the realization of the Divine Trinity in the inner life
of the AbsoluteS. The Guru does not believe in any trinity in the esse
or the essential being ofthe Absolute; therefore, there is no question
of any realization. The Absolute in relation to the world is its
Creator, while in Himself there is no change or movement. Change
and movement is possible, only in the world of space, time and
cause. There can not by any change or movement in the Absolute,
as the Absolute is beyond space, time and cause. Change and
movementexist at the creationallevel, and not within the esse of the
Absolute Being. For the Guru, God the Absolute and God, the
Creator, are one. Philosophers may say that God, the Absolute, and
God, the Creator, are ditlerent, but Self-realized and God-realized
Guru feels them and sees them as one. The same idea, as that of
Guru Nanak Sahib, is also found in the writing ofSwedenborg: that
the true conception of God is not attainable without revelation or,
what is the same thing, without God-realization or without
communion with God in 'Sunn' 'Samildh' (SOnya, Sam3.dh1). "A
conception of God, and consequent acknowledgement ofHim, are
not attainable without a revelation; and a conception of the Lord,
and a consequent acknowledgement that in him dwel1eth all the
fulness of the Godhead bodily is not attainable, except from the
Word. For, by the help ofthe revelation which has beengiven, aman
can approach God, and receive influx, and so from natural become
spiritual
The natural man can not perceive anything
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concerning God, but only something concerning the world and
Who can not see that conceptions of
apply this to himself
God are only mirrors wherein to see God, and that those who have
no knowledge of God, do not see Him, as it were, in a mirror with
its front turned towards them, but with the back towards them.
Beliefin God enters into a man by a prior way, that is, from the soul
into the higher parts of the understanding 9 •
God created the world at no time. The creation ofthe world does
not imply that the universe was created at a definite time, for time
is the condition only of finite existents. Thus the act by which God
creates the universe does not occur in time, tor time itself is an
attribute of that which is created. 'There was no hour, no day, no
season, no month. when the world was created", Says Guru Nanak
S ahib 10.
The very idea of the creation of the universe implies the
question: Why was the universe created ? The Guru does not
attribute any purpose or motive to God for the creation of the
universe, but rather says that the universe is the result of His Lilli
or playll. A second word for play used by the Guru as wen as by the
saints included in Guru Granth Samb, is Bliii a persian word which
means a miraculous play or a child's play, in both cases signifying
purposelessness. In the one case. the play spontaneously breeds in
the onlooker a sense of wonder at the beauty and SUblimity of the
play itself rises out of the plenitude of the glory and power of the
Lord; and in the other case, the play arised out of the excess of
creativity and breeds in the onlookers as well as in the player a sense
of inseated joy. A third word 'Khel'; has also been used in Guru
Granth Sahib to emphasise only the empirical character ofthe play
and to stress the basic transcendence of Godhead. Guru Gobind
Singh has said that even though the Lord enacts the play repeatedly.
He remains 'A-khel'. without being a player Himself. His actual
words are: "Heplays repeatedly at the manifestation ofplurality and
multiplicity, Himself uninvolved in the play, and at the end ofeach

-
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play, as if returns to lis unityll.
Creatively does not belong to the essential being of God; thus,
the universe can not be an emanation, an Off-shoot or an inevitable
manifestation ofthe Being of God. The world being a play of God,
depends on the playful activity of God whether He sets the ball
rolling or not. He does not achieve any purpose by LTeating, as He
is perfect without the creation and the whole show does not add to
or substract from, divide or multiply the perfection and wholeness
of His being. Thus the Universe can not be said to have emanated
from God, nor is the world an inevitable evolutionary development
of the essential being of God.
The cosmos (Akiir) is there not by a sort ofemanation, but is the
effect ofthe excereise ofGod's Will orFiat (Hukam, an Arabic word
which means Orderor will). God in Himselfis the over-transcending
'Sun,,'. By the act ofDivine Will, from the Transcendental' Sun,,' ,
God creates thesecondorempirical 'Sunn', which contains potencies
or potentialities of all that is there by way of visible and invisible
universes. The potencies and potentialities of the world must be
somewhere; it can not but be in the Primordial Mind. From the
Primordial Mind or the empirical 'Sunn' was produced by His Will
the whole cosmos with its multiplicity and variety, its earth and
heaven, and all that they contain.
The willing of God is refemed as his 'Shakti' or 'Maya', the
power ofGod orthe agency by which He creates. The Guru does not
agree with the Vedantists that Maya is an external unreality, which
is the basic ofall ignonmce and all illusion. For the Guru, the world
is not an illusion but really existing, actuality created by the sheer
willing of God. SIUlkti or Maya again, is not an external reality but
only a creation of the Lord, which further appears as 'Prakriti' with
its three Gunas, the essential characteristic of the 'Gunas' being to
multiply, differentiate, divide and enclose. The world ofmuItiplicity,
thus, owes its existence to the three 'Gunlis'. When God others
Himself in creation by the excercise of lis Divine creative will,
~
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then the objectivity of the one, the other, the objective reality that
is oliva' and 'PriiJaiii', and 'Maya' all appear 'Mayii' objectively
considered, breeds 'Prakriti' with its three 'Gunfis', while,
subjectively considered. it issues in the sense of individuality in
man, and keeps man bound in the awareness of his separate
indiViduality, or 'Haumain' (I-ness). 'Mayii' is prior to 'Haumain'
and 'Prakriti', but this priority is not in any temporal, special or
causal sense of the term, but only in the logical sense.
The Divine Will can notbe separated from the Divine Being but
is only God's' Utterance' (Shabad) ofHimself. The world is rooted
in God and the process of the world itself is a medium of His
personal action. God's Shabad is theprinciple ofcreative expression
in the ground of Being Itself. Shabad (Shabada) literally means
idea, sound, word. In the Sikh Scripture the word 'Shabad' is used
to cover all the three, being more or less the same as the Greek word
'Logos'. The 'Shabad'13 is the Source, the Ground from which
everything emerges and to which everything returns. God as the
'Shabad' is the being of creative Willing or willed creation. The
trait of creative Willing is not something added to the Divine Life,
it is the Divine Life itself, 'Shabad' is the medium of creation, of
'Hukam', which mediates between the silent mystery of the abyss
and the fulness of concrete individualised life; the individual
creatures are inter-related and at the same time related to the
Creator. This type of creation as contrasted with the process of
emanation, as elaborated in Neo-Plantonism, points to the freedom
ofthe Creator; He is free to manifest Himselfand free to be His own
essential Being. Creation by the 'Shabad' implies that creationis an
ever-complete Spiritual act, and not a progressive mechanical,
automatic process.
God in His creative willing, is not conditioned or limited by
anything outside Himself. Unlike the human will which is
conditioned and limited by the purpose and the material available
to it, God has no purpose and He is not to work with any given
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material, and thus He is not conditioned by anything external to
Himselffor creating. His creation is one with His Will, for God, the
Creator, is the ground of what He knows and what He Wills. It
means God willed the creation to be and it came into existence.
'Kitii Piisau EkO Kaviiu Tis TeHoeLakh Daryiiu' 14: From the single
word (Wish, Will, Order) as if flowed out a million (countless)
streams, rivers and oceans." Dr. Sher Singh writes, "Sudden
creation of the world is a misinterpretation of these lines. 'Pasau'
does not mean suddencreation. 'Pasau' is from Paiara: to expand,
to spread out or to evolve. 'Kavau' means word but it does not mean
an order for the sudden creation of the world 15• Dr. Sher Singh has
distorted the obvious meanings of these lines to suit his own
peculiar theory. There are other lines in Guru Granth Sahib, which
support the view that God willed the world and it came to be. God
willed into appearance the total outspread with all its time-spacecause pattern-process by one single, total complete Word 16 •
Transcendentally, thecreationofall things takes place instantly.
Time is a relative term; time does not have external existence, but
comes up with the creation, and does not apply to the Timeless. God
is beyond time; therfore, His creation intime has no meaning. There
is no gap between God's creative willing and the actual appearence
of the universe. God did not create the universe by stages, but the
universe is a complete processive patterned show before Him from
the beginning to the end. The development of the world through
stages, exists only for the tinite human beings, limited by the
categories of time, space and cause. The whole process of creation
to destruction is all one. But the whole process unfolds itselfin time
to the {'Teatures and thus for us, tinite beings, limited by space, time
and cause, the world appears to be the result ofgradual development
and dissolution through time. When, however, the Guru views
{,Teation from the tinite, limited point of view, he is found to talk in
logical terms of emergent evolution. "From the True One issued
'Pawan' (pushing, moving force); from 'Pawan' were produced
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waters (Jal: waters of confIned but turbulent energy); from the
waters, the triple universe came or was fanned. All lights that
appear are really the One Light ofHis being l1." The two standpoints
are not contradictory, but two different angles oflooking at the one
and the same t.Teative activity of God.
The conception of the creation of the universe by the Divine
Will,just out of and for play and ofthe Universe being the 'Shabad'
of God, signify the external dependence ofthe Universe upon God.
The play, the will, the word can not exist independently from the
Player the Willer and the Warder. The Universe is dependent on
God, while God is not dependent on the Universe because He is free
to play, to will and to utter. God does not create the world from
something external to Himself nor out of anything from within
Himself, unlike the spider which weaves the web with the thread
which it produces from within itself. Yet, God may be said in a way
to be present within and without every bit of His creation18 • God is
the life ofthe Universe, is its informing and vitalizing principle. The
most iTportant word used in this connection by the Guru is for
'Jag-Jivan' tor God; "God", says Nanak, "is the life and spirit ofthe
passing show" called 'Jagat'. God is also the 'priin-Adhiir', the
Source Basis, Support of Priina, the life-breath of all beings in the
Universe. God does not only create the world but remains its
ever-sustaining ground. The universe and everything in it exists
from moment to moment because God perpectually inspirits it. "As
it depends on the Will of God that He produces things into beings,
so it depends on His Will that he preserves them in being tor he does
not preserve them in any other way than by other way than by
always giving them being, writes E. L. Mascal 19 •
To sum up, God in relation to the universe is its Creator who
does not only t.Teatc but also sustains, guides and prescribes and
achieves its end. All this is done by God by the one act ofHis playful
Creative Will.
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The Immanence of God
"In one human from Thou (God) art very haughty
And in the other Thou art very humble.
In one human from Thou art a great scholar
And in the other Thou art quite blank.
In one human form Thou usurp whatever is offered to Thee
And in the other Thou do not accept anything.
What can the wooden puppets (human beings) do,
when the string by which they play is in the hands of the
Lord
TIle different things in the world are the different
shows of the Juggler (Bazigar) who bids them to play.
The Creator, who has created all forms, assigns
different roles to different forms and they act as
He bid:> them to do.
God has created countless forms
And Himself" is their Protector."
-Guru Arjan Sahib l .
God is immanent in the world as the Supreme power, as his own
Hukam (Fiat). He is 'Sacha Sahib', or 'Malik', the True Master;
'Shah', 'Patshah', 'Raja', the king 2 ; 'Shahanshah', the emperor.
God is the Master, the Lord the King and the Emperor of the whole
universe; therefore, He is present everywhere by His authority. He
creates the world and sustains it by the force and energy of His Will,
'Raza' . Like a King He is present everywhere by His law and order.
Whatever happens in the world happens according to His Will.
"Whom to call good or bad when He Himself is the Doer and
Himself gets things done 3 . All creartion is His possession and He
is the Lord of it and maintains it by His 'Shakt7' (energy). He
becomes 'Biswp2.1', the protector of all, and all are subject to His
authority. The laws of nature and the movements of the celestial
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bodies reveal only His law and order. The laws and order of nature
manifest His glory but when He likes He can reverse His own laws
and order. "All the creatures are made to live by 'breathing' Why,
ifhe chooses he can make them live without 'breathing'4."
God is the law-giver, the Maker and Destroyer ofthe universes,
but this does not mean that He Himselflives in some external abode
of His own and has set these things there and lets them go on; that
He Himself is far and beyond what He creates, which He controls
from without by some supreme power ofHis own. lhere is no doubt
that the Creater must transcend His creation, He is to be much more
than what He creates. A law-giver must be more than His law, a
maker of an order must be more than his order, God, being the
Creator, the Maker of Order the Law-Giver, is not debarred from
indwelling His creation. His creativity implies His indwelling of
His creation. which is His law and His order. The Guru sees God as
dwelling in nature as well as in mans. God does not only control
nature from without by laws but also from within. He is "Qudrat
Vasya 6 ." To the discerning eye, every object of nature reveals the
creati ve glory of the Lord. He also controls man from without as
well as from within. He controls man from without by the laws of
nature and from within as the inseated Controller, the 'Antarjtim{7.'
God controls the whole world with His power both from within and
without, because He is with in as well as without. He is the power
over or in all; and has the power to do all and everything. As God
controls the whole world by His power and knowledge, the whole
world is an open book before Him. He is 'Sarab-GiiItti' , Omniscient.
As nothoing can happen without His will, so nothing can happen
without His knowledge God pervades the world as His presence.
One can hide oneself and one's doings from the eyes of the world
but not from Gods. as He is present everywhere, whereever one may
go; and God is also present within oneself and directing one's
activities from Within. God is not only aware of man and his
activitie, and the happenings in the outside world, but He is aware
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ofthe Innermost secrets of the heart of man, his thoughts, his ideas,
his emotions, his passions known and unknown and even perhaps
unknowable to man himself. The inner life of man is as much open
before Him as the outer man and His activities. God knows the pains
and problems of our hearts 9 • God not only knows the pains and
problems of the good, who are close to God as they manifest more
of God's Being and thus His goodness; but God is equally aware of
the sufferings of the wicked ones too, because they too are His
creationlO • Just as God is equally aware ofthe good and the wicked,
in the same way, He is conscious ofthe past and the future as much
as the present because succession in time and extension in space
have no meaning for Him. Space and time are human categories of
understanding and do not exist for God. For God, the past and the
future are co-existent with the present. God is aware of what is
happening, what has happended and what will happen, because the
past and the future are as much known to Him as the present. He is
'Trik{jf-Darshi', the seer of the present, past and future.
In a single sentence it may be said that God is present everywhere
as the Supreme Knower or 'Param-Giata', the possessor ofperfect
Knowledge. "He knows all things knowlable. 'He knows the very
trend of the black bird in the darknest night upon hard stone and
notices the movement of the motes on the Sun beams...He knows
the inward motives and in impulses and the most secret thoughts,
with an eternal knowledge which he has had before all time nor as
though knowledge were newly arisen in him as communicated to
him.... He wills all that exists and determines all events l l ." As He
knows all What is there in the world, therefore it is said that He
pervades the whole world by His presence.
God is everywhere by His essence, as He is the efticient cause
of all being or existence 12 • He is Truth itself 'Sat' or 'Sach', or
Supreme existence; thus whatever He creates has real existence
from Him. "Since the essence of God is Being, the effect of God's
act is being, just as the effect of fire is heat. TIlis effect God causes
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in all things when they begin to be, and continues to conserve them
in being, just as light caused in the air by sun remains there so long
as the air is illumined. As long as things have being, God will be
present in them, according to the mode in which they have being.
Since being is that which is most profoundly, intimately in a thing,
God is therefore present in all things intimately as their efficient
cause 13 .
God brings the world into being and conserves it. TIus conserving
activity of God is not different from His creative activity. "Creation
involves the relation of being of all things with their source.
Conscrvationinvolves no new relation; it denotes temporal condition
or the etfect l4 .
It is objected that the cause of a thing need not necessarily exist
when the effect is existing. The cause may cease to exist while the
effect is still there. Everyday experience reveals the fact that many
effects continue to exist long after their cause has ceased to exist.
For example, a father is the cause of his son or an architect is the
cause ofa building. The son or the building continue to survive long
after the father or the archiect has died. The son does not die when
his cause, the father dies or a building does not collapse or fall into
nothingness when its cause, the architect, dies. This is quite true,
because the father or the architect is merely the cause of the
becoming ofthe son or the building but not the cause of their being.
"God is not merely the the cause ofthe becoming ofthe universe but
is the cause of its being; and just as the air ceases to be illumined
when the sun sets, so the universe would cease to exist, if God were
not to sustain it in being 15 ."·"Ifthe Creator is for a single moment
to withdraw his bounty from the creation, the whole world in that
very moment, would cease to exist," WrJtes 1. Windrow Sweetman 16.
TIle Guru ha.\' used several similies and metaphors to make his
view of the immanence of God clear to his followers. lust as water
is immanent in its waves and is not ditferent from it, nre is in wood,
fragrance is immanent in the tlower, retlection is there in the mirror,
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butter is immanent in milk, in the same way God is immanent in
every heart. The simile of the sun and its rays is also very
freequently used. The rays have no independent existence of their
own but are only the light of the sun. In the same way the universe
only manifests the glory, 'Ashniil' 17 of the Lord. Just as the sun is
present in its rays, in the same way God is immanent in his
manifestations (rather creations).
In his poetical viirs, Bhai Gurdas, the best medieval Sikh
Mystic Interpreter, has paraphrased this idea in ten stanzas. He says
that just as one mind works through different sense organs, one
moon is soon reflected differently in different waters, one copper
when mixed with different alloys is known by different names, one
gold assumes different forms when beateninto different ornaments,
from the one and the same seed spring forth bunches, leaves,
flowers and fruits, all different from each other, from the same
cotton are woven clothes of different varieties, and from the same
sugar and milk are produced various sugar-and-milk products,
similarly we see the one God revealing Himselfin various forms IS.
The simile of 'Per' or 'Tarower'(tree) is very common in the
Sikh Scripture. Just as a tree is immanent as the essence of every
leaf, flower, fruit, branch and seed, in the same way God is present
in each and every Object, big or small, as its innermost essence.
The above-mentioned similies and metaphors have misled
Macauliff into the conculsion that the Sikh view of God is purely
Pantheistic.
Spinoza's God is a substance and mind-matter are its attributes.
Rint has expressed the viewpoint of Pantheism in the following
words:"God, according to Pantheism, alone is; individual existences
are merely His manifestations. All our deeds, whether good or bad,
are His actions, and yet while God is all, there is no God who can
hear or understand us, no God to love us, no God able or willing to
help US 19 ." The Sikh view of the immanence of God is certainly not
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ofthis type. TIle universe and God are not correalated terms; though
God as immanent is correlated with the universe, this is not the
whole nature of God. The more we become aware of God, the
Immanent the more ,we become aware of God, the Transcendent.
The external universe is not all that God is. There is an External
'Purshottama', greater than the manifest universe, by which alone
existence is possible. The Cosmos is not the Divine in all his
complete uttermost extension and intension but a single
self-experession, a true and a 'minor' motion of His Being. God is
all that the universe is, all that is in the universe, and all that is
beyond the universe. God is not only in the world but transcends it.
Again the Pantheist's immanence reduces God to a substance or a
principle, but God for the Sikh is a Person 'Purakh (Purusa)' ,
'Karta-Purakh', 'Adi-Purakh', 'Param Purakh', 'Akat-Purakh'.

God is immanent in the world by His essence, presence, power,
and He is also immanent in the world as the Ideal. "The power by
which God sustains the world is the Power of Himself as theideal."
Says Whitehead 20 • He is Perfection itself. Everything that exists in
the world is not-perfect and aspires tor perfection. God is the
archetypal Idea or the God of Plato. He is the perfect King
(Rajan)theperfect Yogi, the perfect householder, theperfectfarmer,
the perfect businessman. Everything longs for perfection;
perfection is in God; thus God is present everywhere as the Ideal.
God, the immanent, becomes 'Sakar' (manifest); 'Sargun' full of
or robed with qualities; 'Asthul'(Gross), 'Pragat' (visible);
'Nirantar' (continuous); 'BanwarT' (in every assembly); 'Vasya'
(all-dweller); 'Vasdev', the one abiding. God others HimseU in
nature and then enters it. "He created the other, the nature, and
inhabited it." says Guru Nanak Sallib21 • "The enterance is an
imaginary representation, not an actual fact; merely tigurative. He
is cognized within, in the cave ofthe intellect in such specitic forms
of manifestation as seer, hearer, thinker, knower, and so on This
constitutes his entrance." writes Dr. Singh22 .
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Guru Gobind Singh has his own vocabulary to show forth the
immanence of God. He is 'Ramaya', the immanent; 'Sarabater';
the all pervading; 'Sarab-bhaune' omipresent; , Sarab-gaune', all
pervading 'Sarab-dhande - " whose hand is in all concerns of the
world; 'Adho-urdh-ardhang', filler of all space above, below and
in the middle; 'lale', in waters; 'Thale', in lands, 'Sarab-bhese',
present in every form; 'Sarab-dese', present in every country.
In the end two quotations from the modern philosophical and
theological writers, J. Sheen and Henri Ronard may be given which
are found to agree basically with the Sikh conception of the
immanence of God.
"God is present in the world in a three-fold way; by His power,
by His presence, and by His essence. He is present everywhere by
His power, because all things are subject to His sovereign empire.
He is everywhere by His presence because He knows all and sees
all. He is everywhere by his essence, in a much as He is present to
all thipgs as the cause oftheir being. Because in God substance and
action are one and indivisible in the Divine simplicity, it follows
that He is present whereever He operates, that is, in all things and
in all places23 .
"We say that God is in all things by His power as all things are
subject to His power; He is by presence in all things, in as much a.'i
all things are bare and open to His eyes; He is in all things by His
essence, in as much as He is present to all as the casue of their
existence24 •"
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The Transcendence of Godhead
"God creates the universe and t1xes its end also
at the same instant (khin).
God creates but Himself ever remains apart and
unsoiled, unattached (Altp) from the creation,
without having any qUalities or attributes (Nirgun)'.
-Guru Arjan Sahib
The Transcendence of Godhead means, God who rises above,
is beyond, surpasses, exceeds or surmounts all that is and all that is
not, all that can be and all that can not be. God i n His Transcendence
is beyond all limits, attributes and manifestations of the world of
appearance and manifestation. The Guru has used the following
words for the Transcendence of Godhead: 'Apare', Apar-Apari',
Apranzpar'. 'Para', Parnzpar', 'pra-paranz'; all these words mean
that God is beyond and still beyond. 'n1e other words used for the
Transcendence of Godhead are, 'Ucha', High; 'Att Uchil'; very
High; 'Ucho- Ueha', Higher than the Highest.
These are degrees of the Transcendence of Godhead. The
Transcendence of Godhead exists and operates at all levels. The
principle of Transcendence of Godhead claims acceptance for itself
all the more emphetically whenweobserve opposition, strite, struggle,
contradiction, and antinomies in the world. All these opposition,
strife struggle, contradiction and antinomies are there at all levels
and in all spheres of lite. At the meta-physical level there is the
contradictionor antinomy between permanence (Sathir) and change
(Asthir), and polarity ofthe conscious mind (Chet) and unconscious
matter (Achet). At the physical level there is opposition between
plea<;ure (Sukh) and pain (Dukh). At the etrucallevel an unending
struggle is going on between good (Bhala) and evil (Bl1ra)2.
God as unity is the Creator, the Source, the Guide and the
Destiny ofall that exists in the world; therefore. every contradiction,
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polarity or antinomy has the same source and the same destiny and
thus their Creator must transcend the oppositions that are there in
this world. God is neither' Chet' nor 'Achet' nor' Chet-Acllet' nor
not- 'Cllet-Acllet'; yet with equal reality He is all the four. He is the
basis of permanence and of change and still transcends both. He is
the source of pleasure and pain; and good and evil, and yet
transcends them 3 • God as the Transcendental unity is not the unity
of opposites. The Transcendent is essentially the unity of One
which manifests itselfin the multiplicity ofexistence, Where things
are conditioned by their opposites. Transcendence does not reconcile
but it transtigures, transmutes opposites into something surpassing
them that effaces their oppostion. The Transcedence shows Itselfas
power by means of the strife and stuggle of its own qualities. But
It shows itself as Reality in harmonising and reconciling within
Itself these discordant opposites.
The Transcendence of Godhead does not limit Itself by
transcending the contradictions of the empirical world, but He
transcends His own Mayrr, Shaktt and Prakritl, by which He creates
the world, and He Himself creates the medium, power or Shaktl by
which things are broughtintoexistence. Godis 'Maya-tits. detached
lrom his own Maya. Heis 'Trai-Guna-AtIi'6 detached from the three
Gunaswhich qUalify the objects of Prakriti (self-multiplying). God
is beyond His own power because the power manifests itselt" as and
in the world of name and form, when there was no name and no form
and the world had not come into existence God was in His essential
existence. Godis the ever-transcending background while His power
is one phase of His being. The power of God is described as one
phase onhe being ofGodhead, inphilosophico-Iogical terminology,
while for the Guru Himselfis wholly detached from His own, Shakti.
power, or Maya. He is 'Alep', 'Nirlep', 'Niradhar', 'Niranjan',
Niryog', wholly different and unattached from His own creation and
power by which He creates, The Power is the Source of the manifest
and the unmanifest. He transcends the manifest and the unmanifest
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and is beyond His own power.
God transcends the world as the Unity transcending Its own
plurality. God transcends the world as the Unity of the One, the
Absolute, the Source, the Background, the Creativity. God transc~nd"
even the unity of the One. God is to descend from His supreme
transcedence in order to be one and unity. God as transcending the
unity of Oneness is 'SUflfl '. The unity ofthe One, as a phase ofthe
Transcendent, is 'Sat', Truth and Existence. TIle 'SUflfl' is the
Transcendent. which is behind and beyond the One. It is both 'Sat'
and 'Asat' existence and non-existence, and at the same time It is
neither 'Sat' nor 'Asat' not 'Sat-Asat' but He is all the states, yet
with equal reality neither. It is the absolute nothing of the
philosophers. But tltis notlting should not be understood in the
sense of no-thing; it is notlling as pllilosopllically and metaphysically conceived but at the same time it is the potentiality of all
being and all existence.
Even the 'Sunn' is not limit to the transcendence of Godhead.
TIle 'Sunn' is again transcended by 'Sum!. TIle ever-transcending
'Sunn' is called 'Atit-Sunn', ther absolute' Sunn' . The Guru is not
satistied by complaining the ever-transcendent being or Godhead
by the evertranscending 'Sunn'. The 'Sunn' according to the Guru
does not express the essential being of Godhead. Even
'Surm'according to the Guru, is also a 'kalil' a pose or a creative
self-manifestational phase, wltile He is in His esse is still beyond
and beyond. 'Sunn-Kalii-Aprampar"Dhiiri, Ap Niriilam Apar
Apiirt, says Guru Nanak Sallib7 • The 'Sunn' is a pose of God wllile
He Himselfis the ever-Transcendent. God as the ever-Transcendent
is 'Niriilam', without any support, not needing any support or
means and He is beyond and still beyond, 'Apar-Apiir'.
God is ever-Transcendent, but what is the nature of tltis
ever-transcending Reality? Some call it infini te and eternal. For the
Guru God is intinitely transcendent and intinitely external. It is the
easiest way to express the Transcendence of Godhead by calling
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Him Intinite and Eternal. Man works under the limitation ot" space
and time and has no other way to stress the Transcendence ot"
Godhead but by denying the catagories ot" space, time and cause by
and through which we finite and mortal beings work God transcends
the universe and its limits and limitations; theret"ore He must
transcend the limitations ot"space, time and cause. Thus He is called
Intinite, Eternal and Uncaused. Guru At:jan Sahib in his attempt to
bring God near to man's mathematical ideas says, "it" I call Him
great billions and trillions ot"time, and go on saying so t"ar ever and
ever, His light is ever so much the greater8 ." Guru Gobind Singh
says, 'Ad Ql;[/ anad apbeant adwait hat, God is the beginning ot"
all things. beyond all numbers, eternal, without any limit and
without any end9 •
Eternity and Infinity are human mathematical-logical terms
and can not precisely be applied to God who transcends these
categories and reaches ot" human thought altogether. Infinite or
Infinity are mathematical terms. These can be applied to mathematical
number or parts. one, two three, t"our, etc. These parts or numbers
can have no 1 ~t"erence to a unity which is indivisible. You can not
divide God into parts; theret"ore; it is only metaphorically that we
apply a term to the Supreme Unity, which is essentially meant to
apply to parts. The same is the case with eternal. You can not divide
the Supreme Existence into moments ot" time. theret"ore. the term
eternal can not be applied to the Divine Being.
There are sayings in the Sikh Scripture where the Transcendent
is ret"ered to as ·Sat-Chit-Anand'1O. l1lis description should not be
understood to mean that' Sat-Chit-Anand' ,truth. consciousness and
bliss, are three entities and we have to unite them to arrive at the
content ot"Divine Unity. Existence is Consciousness and there can be
nodistinction betweenthem; Consciousness is Bliss and there canbe
no distinctionbetweenthem. The description onheTranscendent by
the words 'Sat-Chit-Anand' seems to be a description or Him in
terms which are positive to us. These terms together tirst occured in
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the Upnishads. Paul Deussen writes "Although the terms employed
seem to be positive but no definite conclusion is reached as to the
nature ofGodhead. FortheBeing, which Godis, is nottobeunderstood
as such a being as is known to us by experience, but as we see, in an
empirical sense rather than as not-being, the consciousness is not an
objective consciousnes; the bliss is not such a bliss as we know or
experience but the bliss which comes when there is no distinction
betweenthe subject and the object. Beingisthenegationofallobjective
being consciousness and bliss is the negation ofthe being that arises
in the mutal relation between the knowing subject and the known
Object!!. It is no doubt true that existence, consciousness and bliss do
not bear the same meaning when used for the Absolute. The
consciousness of the Absolute is different from our ordinary
conciousness. Its existence is on another plane as compared to our
individual existence and Its bliss is not that type of bliss that we
experience in our day-to-day life; but in our heart ofhearts we feel as
if we are aware of what the transcendent existence, consciousness
and bliss can possibly mean, because we share God's transcendence
as much as we share His immanence.
Existence. consciousness and bliss do not exhaust the content
of the transcendence of Godhead. When the Guru says that the
transcendent Reality is •Sat-Chit-Anand', what he means is that the
immediate transcendent Reality with which we come into contact
in our spiritual experience is this but at the same time spiritual
experience conveys the idea that the transcendence of Godhead
transcends 'Sat-chit-Anand'also. The Guru emphatically declares
thatthe transcendent esse of Godhead can not be known, 'Sat-ChitAnand' is how we feel about the transcendent when one with Him
in spiritual communion. 'Sat-Chit-Anand' is one phase, with which
we can come in contact of the ever-transcending Godhead.
The Transcendent as such is unknowable and ununderstandable.
Those who have some experience of the Absolute, they touch so
small a phase of His being as to declare God to be essentially
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unknowable. In their Supreme sublime vision they only know the
unknowableness of the Transcendent. Whatever they have
experienced they describe it by using only negative terms. Guru
Gobind Singh in his Hip and Aktil Ustati has used more than one
hundred negative terms for God. Whatever attribute is there may
simply be denied of God. [Some ofthe negative names of God will
be found under a separate chapter headed, 'The Names of God."]
TIle Transcendence of God can only be described in the
negative terms. Ihe highest the degree of transcendence that is to
be emphasised, the more emphatic the negatives that are to be used
for the purpose. The highest transcendence is the negation of all
negations. It is 'Antim'. He is 'Neh-Kewal' negative of alone.
According to .Tainism and Patanjali's 'Yoga'l2, the Transcendent is
Alone or Kewal; the Guru is not satisfied with this term because it
implies and embodies positive assertion. so he has made it
negative. "PurkhAtit" VasaihNeh-Kewal. says Guru Arjan Sal1ib 13 •
He is 'Anatman' negative of 'Atman '; he is Akarman or Nehkarman
without any activity; he is 'Niranjan', without any taint of Mtiyti
and He is 'Niryog', without relationship of association or
disassociation: union or disunion. The ultimate degree of
Transcendence is or equates with utter unknowability. In the
Bhagwad Gita l4 also the complete transcendence of Godhead or
selthood has been described by the negative term 'Achint' 'Avyapa'
transcendent, unknowable and unrealted.
According to the Guru, God, the Intinite, One. Total, Whole
is person and remains what He is. When the Guru views God as
'Apart from the world'. His Transcendence is described as being
ever-transcendent unapporachable by man. When we begin to
detach the Lord from the moving show, we reach the stage where
He appears to be wholly detached. The Transcendence in itself is
only a mental concept of the human mind to reach God but He ever

remains Transcendent and Unapporachable.
To sum up, God transcends the world as the Unity or the One
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behind and beyond this apparent multiplicity. 'The one is both the
manifest world and the unrnanifest background. The oneness is
transcended by 'Sunn, which is boththe manifest and the unmanifest
and yet with equal reality and in equal truth neither of the two. The
'Sunn' ofthe tirst degree is transcended by the 'Sunn' ofthe second
degree. At the third ascending level of transcendence of 'Sunn' is
'Atit-Sunn'. 'Sunn' is also a 'Kala'or phase of the Supreme; He in
Himselfis the ever-transcendent and the ever-Unknowable (Agam,
Achint). Inspiritual experience or divine vision the unknowableness
ofthe Transcendence is known while He Himselfremains essentially
Unknown, Unknowable and the Beyond.
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Guru Arjan Sahib, p.562.
Guru Gobind Singh, Akal-Ustati.
Guru Gobind Singh, Jap.
Paul Deussen, The Philosophy of the Upnishads, p.I47.
Dr. Mohan Singh, Studies in the Philopsophy, Psychology and Ethics of
Patanjali's Yoga Siistra, (ms).
p./040.
Dr. Mohan Singh, Studies in the Philosophy, Psycology and Ethics ofthe
Bhagwat Gita, (ms).

Immanence and Transcendence of God
"God creates all this and Himself pervades it.
He is One but reveals Himself in the many.
He is in the heart of everything yet is outside all.
He is far off yet present everywhere.
God is the Unmanifest and the Manifest.
o Creator, no one can evaluate Thee;
Thou art Unfathomable, Unapproachable,
ever-Transcendent and Unmeasurable,
Thou, the One, pervadeth everywhere, says Nanak."
-Guru Arjan Sahib!.
God is 'Karla Purakh, the Creator Person2 • The universe is the
Creation of God or it is God's 'Shabad', Utterance, or 'Name',
qualitative and attributional symbol of God. The very fact of the
universe being creation, Word, qualitative manifestation of the
Supreme being, implies His immanence in the universe as well as
His transcendence. The creator is in the universe because it is His
creation and He is beyond the universe because there could not have
been this creation, ifGod were not much more than what He creates.
These two descriptions of Godhead must be taken together. God's
Transcendence means that God is above and beyond what He has
created. His immanence means that He continually upholds His
creation by His presence within it. If God were only transcendent
he would be like one who makes a machine and leaves it to work on
its own. If He were only immanent He would be no more than an
impersonal principle or spirit manifesting itself in different forms,
as the Pantheists believe. The Sikhs believe that God without the
universe will still be God, though the universe without God would
be non-existent, while the Pantheists believe that God would
Himself have no existence without the universe. For the Guru, God
is perfect without the world and the universe as a whole adds
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nothing to or detracts nothing from His being.
The purely immanental view of the Pantheists and purely
transcendental view of those who believe that God created the
world as a macpJne, \vhich works independently of its Creator, are
not suitable conceptions of God for a devotional religion like
Sikhism. If God is purely an impersonal force, prayer, worship and
devotion to God have no meaning. On the other hand, if God is
purely transcendent and has nothing to do with the world, prayer
and worship become meaningless. For the Guru, God transcends
the world as its Creator but is also immanent in it as its vitalizing
principle. God is and remains the Person whether thought ofin His
immapence or in transcendence. God is immanent in the world and
does listen to our prayers and hymns 3 • God is also transcendent
because the immanence ofGod is not identical with the whole being
of God. By being immanent He does not become an impersonal
force but still remains the Person; only thus personal relationship
and union with Him become possible.
God is Person and His Personality reveals itself by Its Creative
Willing. Personality does express itself, but the expression is not
identical with the expressor who always remains the cause and
never becomes the effect. Personality is always immanent in its
expression but at the same time transcends its own expression. A
man is immanent in his conduct as it reveals the being of man, but
he transcends his own conduct as his actions can not and do not
express his whole being. God reveals Himself in creation but the
revelation of God does not exhaust the whole content of God's
Being. "The more we take the concept of personal, the more we
realize that God to be truly personal, He must be transcendental.
Trancendence and Immanence are not incomptabile but
complementary concepts. God is seen immanently in the order of
the world, but there would not have been this order, if He would not
have been more than the order. Only if God is transcendent the
world can be the medium of his actions", writes John Baillie4 •
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Immanence and Transcendence are complementary concepts of
God for the Guru "Thousands are God's eyes yet no eye has He;
thousands are His forms, yet no form is His; thousands are His feet,
yet He has no feet; thousands are His noses for smelling yet He has
no nose. His spirit pervades everwhere, lighting up every heart,"
says Guru Nanak Sahib5• God is all eyes, all forms, all feet, all
noses, because he transcends them all. The perfect immanence of
God impiles His perfecttranscendence and His pertect transcendence
implies His pertect immanence. In the Sikh Scripture there are
many lines where God is said to be immanent even in the lowest
forms of creation. "He is equally in an ant and an elephant. He is
equally present in the king and the beggar>. " He is there in the lowest
form so that He may rise beyond the highest. God is exalted above
all heavens so that He may till up all space. God can not be
immanent without transcendence and He can not be transcendent
without immanence; immanence and transcendence are two sides
of the One in Self-isolation and in Self-relatedness. There are so
may lines in the Sikh Scripture where perfect immanence and
perfect transcendence of God are asserted in the one and the same
line or one God is said to be both immanent and transcendent and
yet neither. In fact on every page of Guru Granth Samb, a line or
lines are available which pointto the perfect immanence and perfect
transcendence of God.
Transcendence and immanence are relative terms. The question
of immanence and transcendence arises when God is viewed in
relation to the uni verse. God, as He reveals Himself in the cosmos,
is looked upon as the Transcendent and the Immanent, but beyond
His revelation, He is neither the transcendent not the immanent, yet
with equal reality both transcendent and immanent. God in action
is the Manifest and Unmanifest; the Detined and the Undefined; the
Form and the Formless, the Existent and the Non-Existent; all that
is and all that is not.
The Punjabi words most frequently used for the immanence
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and transcendence of God are 'Nere' and 'Dur' near and far;
'Pargat', and 'Gupat' the Manifest and the Unmanifest; 'Asthul'
~
and 'Sukham', Gross and Subtle, Seen and the unseen; 'Akar' and
'Nirakar', with Form and without Form 'Sargufl' and 'Nirgun'
with attributes and without any attribute.
Ine similes and metaphore used by the Guru to show the
immanence and transcendence of God are; the waves of a stream,
the foam of water, the bubble and the ocean, the rays and the sun.
TIle stream is in the waves and yet transcendes them water is in the
foam but transcends it; ocean is in the bubbles and yet transcends
them. These similes also point to the greatness and evertranscendence of Godhead as compared to God's immanence.
Another metaphor, most commonly used to show the immanence
and transcendence of God is the lotus flower and water. A lotus
Hower is in water but it is essentially above the water. In the same
way God is in the world but in His esse or essential being is beyond
all existence and non-existence. As water does not damp or soil the
lotus flower, in the same way the universe does not taint His Being.
TIle spatial, the temporal and the casual world is a manifestation or
expression (creation) of the Divine Will, but it does not enter into
His Divine Nature. "1neology tries to achieves a compromise
between Transcendence and Immanence; both are deprived of their
effect. God is not quite immanent and not quite transcendent. The
world conceals His omnipresent being like a veil. He is 'in' all
things and not thoroughly united with them," writes Watts?" TIle
Guru is not a theologian but He knows God and is one with Him.
His views of Transcendence and Immanence are not verbal
discussions about unperceived facts but are the descriptions of
direct vision and being in Reality. The Guru does not deprive
transcendence and immanence of their etlect. He believes in the
perfect immanence and in the perfect transcendence or Godhead.
TIle transcendent and the immanent are only two phases oHhe one
and the only Reality. 'The contradiction between the two is there
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from the human relative standpoint but not so from the standpoint
ofthe Absolute. There is no real difference between them; therefore,
the Guru does not need to arrive at a compromise by depriving both
of them of their fullest signiticances.
In fact, for the Guru transcendence and immanence are two
angles of speaking about the One and the only Reality. When the
Guru speaks of God in his absolute aspect, He calls Him the
Transcendent, the Unrelated and the Unconditioned without having
anything to do with the world and its affairs. When the Guru
emphasises the transcendent aspect ofGodhead, He makes Him the
Absolute ofBradley and the Brahman ofthe Upnishads. God is also
the sustaining Ground ofall and the Being of all that exists, and thus
He is immanent. "When we think of the supreme being as inactive,
neither creating nor destroying, nor preserving, we call Him
Brahman or Impersonal God; when we think of Him as active,
creating, preserving and destroying, He seems the Shakti of the
personal God. TIle distinction between the personal and the
impersonal does not mean any real ditlerence. The personal and the
impersonal are the same in the same way as milk and its whitness,
or the diamond and its lustre, or the serpent and its movement. It is
impossible to conceive the one from the other. TIle Shakti and the
Brahman are one," writes Ramakrishnan Parmhansa8 .
Aurobindo Ghosh is his conmentary on the Gila, seems to
support the Guru's view of God, the total unity which is both
transcendent and immanent: "God is supra-cosmic, the external
Parahrhaman, who supports with His timeless and spaceless
existence all this cosmic manifestations of His own being and
nature in space and in time. He is the Supreme Spirit who ensouls
the form and movements of the universe, 'Paramatman'9. "He is
above Heaven and Earth, and yet is 'c1osar to man than his
arteries' .... for His presence is not like that of body... He is not in
things or things in them... In His essence no other thing can exist,
nor can His essence be in anything out"ide Him, thinks Al-Ghazzali 10.
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God is both immanent, and transcendent and being both, He is
above both. Each aspect demnostrates His nature only partially.
One aspect can not be emphasised at the expense and to the
exclusion ofthe other; both these aspects are reconciled in the total
unity of God's Being, who, as Person Perfect is Transcendent,
Immanent, Transcendent and Immanent, neither Transcendent nor
Immanent.
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God The Person
"The Supreme Person and Lord is without any taint
of Mayti (Niranjne).
He is the Unapporachable; ifwe somehow approach Him in our
spiritual vision, He still appears to be Unapproachable and the
ever-Transcendent.
o Creator, everybody meditates on Thee. All living beings
are Thine, and Thou sustainst them ail.
o saints, meditate on Him who can remove all your sutlerings.
He, the Lord, Himself is the devotee and the object of worship,
what can these creatures themselves do ?"
-Guru Ram Das Sahib l .
God is the Perfect Person; because He is Person, therefore He
is unity in His Immanence, in His transcendence and in His
immanence and transcendence2 • In order to say Thou (T;;n, Tum)
to God truly and meaingfully, He is to be a Person or an entity,
which communicates and is communicable. In the Sikh Scripture
God is mostly addressed as Thou; it means that the Sikhs understand
by God, one who communicates with the individuals, by way of
revelation and who Himself is communicable by way of spiritual
religious experience. God, the Person, can only be in active
relationship with the world and man. For the Sikhs, God is Person;
therefore, tor them He is the Creator, the Guide and the Destiny of
the world. In the Sikh Scripture the word used for the Divine person
is 'Purakh' (Purusa), one who makes 'Puries', dwelling places,
enters them, inhabits them. The conception of Divine Person in
Sikhism implies His creativity, His entrance. His active guidance
and His realizability as a unity or the integrating factor or the
intergrated Totality.
God is 'Kartti-Purakh '3 the Creator Person. who creates the
whole cosmos4 • He is Adi-Purakh 5 , The Prototype Person, the
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Pattern, the Model. He is also 'Samrath-Purakh'6, All Powerful
Person, so that He possesses the ontological power ofcreating after
the pattern and process of His own Being. He is Person and he has
the power of creating persons. "If God is not personal in a literal
sense, then God is not the ultimate explanation of that which most
requires explanation. What baffles the materialists is the emergence
of a personal character in a world of chemical re-action. Only one
who is supremely personal can be the Ground for the emergence of
even the fInite personality, which we see in our fellows and know
intimately in ourselves. If God is only an impersonal force, then the
stream has risen higer than its Source, for we can at least be certain
that personality appears... in ..us", writes Trueblood?
God creates the world after the pattern of His own Being. The
Highest creativity of God is man: 'liva '. Thus God differs from us
not as black ditfers from white but as a perfect circle differs from
a child's crude attempt. The difference between God and man is that
of quality (and not quantity) of perfection and imperfection. "0
Lord, Thou art perfect and we are imperfect", Says Guru Arjan
Sahib8 • Man is a point in the infInite. A smallest whole within the
Perfect Whole, which is beyond any conception or description. The
Divine Person does not mean that God is a person like us. No one
in his senses would think of interpreting the personal character of
God limited to the low level ofpersonality illustrated in ourselves.
"Let me very brifely add a vindication of the use of the term
'Person' as applied to God. Human persons, it is true, are limited
beings limited in power, in consciousness, in understanding, in
faculty of every kind. But the essence of personality does not lie is
such limitations, but in the consciousness of self-hood, of a
self-determining and self-contained capacity of thought," writes
Swedenborg9 •
In the Sikh Scripture, union with God is described under the
Guru Names God as
imagery of marriage between two lovers. The
.
'Pati', Siijjan', 'Mit', 'Miilik', 'Khasam'; all these words mean that
~

~
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God is the dear Husband. The imagery ofmarriage bears impressive
testimony to the fact that the human soul for the most part is best
satisfied, when in the culmination of religious experience it
recognizes the antitype ofthe most intimately personal relationship
that is on earth. Then the Guru says that God is Person, what the
Guru means is that God has all that persons have, although He does
not lack what persons lack because God is 'Puran', perfect and we
are 'Apuran', imperfect.
God is the only Perfect Male. "God alone is the male and all
others are females 10. " God is the only Male and the only Husband
and the finite beings are just like females so far as the matter of
spiritual ascent is concerned. God is the only Husband, means that
He is the only Ideal Person or 'Puran-Purakh', with whom man
wants to be one. God is the Perfect Person; therefore only He can
have perfect personality. "Personality belongs unconditionally
only to the Absoluted", says Laotze l l . "Personality is not something
which we observe in men. rather it is something which, though
suggested to us by what we find in men, we perceive to be only
imperfectly realized in them; and this can only be, because we are
somehow aware of a perfection or ideal with which we contrast,
what we find in men as falling short of it. In such cases we rightly
think ofthe Ideal and then consider the experienced facts in the light
ofit. Such a consideration ofpersonality as what it is in itself, apart
from what appears, as obstacles, and hinderances to its foIl realization
extraneous to its proper Nature, when thus undertaken prior to any
consideration of it under limiting and qualifying circumstances,
etuite naturally assumes the form of discussion of Personality in
God 12 • Personality is not something we find in man, but something
which we tind somewhere else and desiderate for him. The ideal
personality can belong only to the Ideal Person (puran-Purakh).
Personality is not, like true moral conceptions, a posteriori but a
priori, describing not the actual but the Ideal. The Ideal Personality
can belong only to the Absolute Reality which is all-inclusive.
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TIle Absolute is Supreme in Personality, not in the sense in
which the Absolute must excel all the excellencies ofthe world and
so of personality. God is 'Sat-Pllrakh' 13, the really existing Person.
TIle word' Sat' , truth, signifies mere existence and not any form. As
God is Real Existence, therefore He can not be subject to 'Kat' or
time. Whatever is subject to time changes. God a.." 'Achllt-Purakh',
Unchanging Person, can not be subject to change; therefore He is
also named as 'Aktil-Purakh', Timeless-Being. As God is AMi
Pllrakh, therefore He is not subjecttobirth, growth and destruction 14.
God, the person, does not possess any physical or subtle from
as all forms and all formlessness are His 165. God is the Ideal Beauty,
the Ideal Lover, the Ideal Judge. God being the Ideal Person, He
should be and is the Ideal in every respect. He is 'Sundar';
Beautiful; 'Sohana', Pretty; 'Monmohan', Charming. There are
some lives in the Guru Granth Sahib where God is said to have
curly hair, charming eyes, long nose and lotus feet. God is ethically
perfect and justice-loving. God is the Ideal Lover who loves us
inspite of our faults. He is full of compassion and mercy for His
creatures; therefore He gives us even that we do not deserve. He is
the Ideal Judge and does justice without fear and favour. Coming
to the professional life of the people, God is the perfect' Kirstin' ,
farmer, 'Dhani', a posserorofwealth; 'Shah', the capitalist moneylender; 'Raja', the King. In short, God is all forms and form it"elf;
yet, He is without any form because He has no particular form,
By talking of God as the Person, the Guru never means to limit
God's Personality. God the Person, is the Intergrated Whole, the
Totality which included all that is and all that is not. God is
'Aprampar-Purakh', the Intinite Person, in whose body is all that
is heyond. "In the body (Deh) is the Timeless Person, there are
millions of moons, millions of suns and millions of oceans", says
Guru Gobind Singhl5 • "God Himself is Timeless and He can be
named as Taintless or Unattached (Niranjan), and whole cosmos is
tlle manifestation of His body", Says Guru Nanak Sallib l6 • God is

-
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the Total whole but it does not mean, that as we have coined a
concept for Him and thus the comes under our easy comperhension.
God, the Person still remains unknown and unknowable, as He is
'Agam-Purakh'; the Unapproachable Person. "The mystery of
personality is deep enough, at best, but it is absolutely impenetrable
if God is merely an impersonal force, a more It". says Trueblood17 •
Personality does not imply any limitations. God, the Person, is
ever-transcendent. God the over-transcendent Person with whom
no relation is possible is the 'Atit-Purakh', the unattached person.
"The Transcended Person abides in a Supre or trance alone state",
says Guru Nanak Sahib 18 • In fact whenever a reference to the
Absolute Reality is made, it is always in personal terms. In
whatever respect the supreme reality is, it is always Person. God,
the Person, as immanent in the universe, becomes the life and the
vitalizing principle of the universe and is named as
']agjivan-Purakh', the life ofthe universe. When a reference to the
Supreme is made as the unknowable, He is named 'Agadh-Purakh'.
Unfathomable Person. The Guru does not deny the transcedence of
the Absolute but rather affirms the same. It has been shown in one
ofthe preceding chapters that the transcedence ofGodhead does not
debar God from being Person. Whether the Absolute Reality is
referred to in its immanence or in the transcedence, or in both,
immanencl: and transcendence, It is always mentioned as Person, as
God, whom we love, worship or to whom we pray. God as the object
of worship is sometimes referred to as 'Bhagwan-Purakh' and God
as the object oflove or the embodiment oflove is called as 'premPurakh'. The Guru always makes a reference to the Absolute
Reality in personal terms because the Guru's personal peep into the
Reality was contact with the Person and not with a metaphysical
Principle, and the contact was a direct vision. The Guru sees and
feels God to be the Person, with whom union or communion is
possible and has been achieved. The highest reality that we are
aware ofin ourselves, is our individual personality, and the Highest
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reality can not be less than what our personality is, and the
description of the Ultimate Reality in terms of our own individual
self can be easily understood.
The Person means the centreofconsciouness. Areligion without
a Personal God can not be an inspiring force. A mere impersonal
principle, a mere It, cannot guide man. It can not be an object ofLove
and devotion and cannotbe the goal oflife sincemancan not and does
not want to become a mere It, a mere unconscious principle. The
essence of personality lies in responsiveness to other persons. The
other persons need notbe<mtside Godin the space ofbeing, but as the
total Whole Person He attends to the smaller whole persons. The
Absolute of Bradley and the Brahman of Sankaran who stares at us
with frosen eyses can not beha'.'e like a compassionate Father or a
loving Mother. God of religious worship must take note of His
devotees. Unless God is responsiveto ourprayers andloving devotion
the whole range of religious experience becomes a meaningless
delusion. If God is not the Person, He can not be an inspiring force.
"The life everywhere striving to master matter and to become more
full y life through the mastery, could not strive, could not have a goal
of its strivings, if there were no Master Lite to inspire it. It is that
Master Life that we mean when we use the word God; and as the most
intense life we know, the life in ourselves, is more personal than all
other life, so God is more personal because more intense lite than we
are ourselves", writes B. H. Streeter19 •
In fact if God is not the Supreme Person, He can not be the
Creator of individual persons. If He is not the Supreme Person He
can not be the goal of our strivings and the destiny ofour individual
souls and thus can not be related to the world and the individual
souls in it.
It is often objected that the Absolute Reality can not be thought
of as person, because as Bordyeau writes: .Personality from its very
nature presupposes another, the not-self, which is a negative limit
by another person. Personality is impossible without love and
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sacrifice, without passing over to the other, to the friend, to the
loved one. A self-contained personality becomes disintergrated.
Personality is not the Absolute and God as the Absolute is not a
person. God as a perosn presupposes His other another person and
is love and sacrifice20. William James also holds the same view:
'God's personality is to be regarded, like any other personality, as
something lying outside my own and other than me, and whose
existence I come upon and find"21. It is often thought that different
persons can not but be outside each other. God as a person, must be
outside and different from the other persons. The idea of mutual
exclusiveness of different persons, being applied to the Person of
Godhead, seems to be a too narrrow and ungeneralized conception
of anthropomorphical analogy. Human persons are indeed outside
each other in space. Since each is but a part of the whole actuality.
But the whole and total actuality as the Person is outside the other
persons as the whole is partly outside its parts; mutual externality
is not possible between the Whole Person and the part persons.
"Mutual action and reaction are indeed required. The whole and the
part persons interact. If they did not, then, since being is always
power, any part which in relation to the whole, had no power to act
but merely passive would in this realtion have no being, and hence
contradictory would not be a part", writes Hartshorne and Reese 22 .
"I have not been able to understand why so many even the most
spiritual interpreters ofthe universe assume that an' InfinitePerson'
is a contradiction in terms. At any rate, 'Person' is the highest entity
of which we have knowlegde and of which we can conceive. And
while I do not doubt that the Being of God comprises that which
infinitely transcends the loftiest attributes of which we are able to
frame an idea, I hold we approach nearer to the Absolute Truth by
describing God as 'Person' than by refraining from suchdescription" ,
writes Swedenborg23 •
"In religion God is never regarded as having a purely exclusive
character or separate personality. Whenever He is regarded the
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Person, this is not to exclude His indwellings, writes Webb24 ." For
the Guru, God, the Person, is the Absolute, Total Unity and the
whole of actuality. "0 the Supreme Person, Thou art all and there
is nothing besides you", says Guru Nanak Sabib25 • God being the
whole of actuality and all that is beyond it, thus our own actuality
and the actuality of the world can not be something separate from
Him. God being the whole of actuality, His Personality can not be
excusive but is rather all-inclusive. The Personality ofGodincludes
his own immanence. His own transcendence and whatever is
possible is not possible. The Total Person does not only include us
...
but is related to men (Jivas) by way of revelation; men are related
to God by way of ultimacy as the Person is the origin and the end,
the Alpha and the Omega. God is related to each and everything in
the world as the whole is related to each and every 'part'. It does not
mean that God, the Person, is an abstract unity of all the parts. God
is essentially the Unity ofthe Person and He is related to each and
all as the whole is related to its own points.
For the Guru, God, the Person, is not a construct of human
understanding but is essentially and substantially Person. The
Personality of God does not debar God from His essential
unknowability. God, the Person, is also infinite and unknowable. In
.His pure essence or essential being He is 'Atit-Purakh', without
there being any possibility of any positive attribution to Him of
Qualities; as the unmanifest, behind-and-beyond transcendence
and immanence, He is the 'Param-Purakh'; as the immanent He is
the 'Jagjivan-Purakh', as the ideal or destiny of the world, He is
'puran-Purakh'. In the whole being, existence, process, conception
and ideation, He is 'Purkhatam', 'Purkhotam' or 'Uttam-Purakh "
the First Person. He is always the First Person and never becomes
the second because there is nothing besides Him. The individual
persons are not different from the Supreme Person. 'The FirstPerosn
is the pre-manifestional unity, the manifestational unity and the
post-manifestional unity and the unity of the Individual egos.

...
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God and Man
"Thou art my Father, Thou art my Mother;
Thou art the Giver of my life, Thou giveth me happiness;
Thou art my Lord and I am Thine humble servant;
In tllis world there is no other relation of lnine besides Thee;
o God, bless me with Thy Grace so that I may sing
Thy glory day and mght;
We art Thine creatures and Thou art our conductor;
We art Thy beggars, 0 Merciful one, Bestow 'Thy blessings
On us so that, by Thine Grace, we may enjoy the Supreme
ecstacy of being in Thee who dwell wth in all hearts."
-Guru Arjan Sahib!.
God creates man, preserves llim and then puts him bellind the
veil. This is not only true of man but also true of all the creatures;
since they are created by God, they have their being as ifin God and
their final goal is also in God. God is related to man just as He is
related to the rest of His creation. But, apart tram that, God has a
special relationsllip with man because man represents God's own
cTeative being more truly and more meaningfully than do other
creatures. God is Person and the Person can best reveal Himself in
persons. Man is a special creation of God. "0 Man, You stand in a
special category of creation. All other creatures, objects, etc., exist
to serve the end of your spiritual illunlination", says Guru Arjan
Sahib2 • Again the Guru says, "Birth as a human being is the llighest
form of His Grace and an event in the life of a '.flva', wllich comes
as the golden opportumty for self-realization and God-realization."
Man is specially related to God as he reveals the being of God
more than do the lower creatures. Again, God is in man as the Word 3
or Name and man has the capacity of activising His Name in
himself. "God's relation to man is therefore triple; the relation oUhe
whole to a part; of the whole to a special part; of the Revcaler, the
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Manifester of the Logos to the one to whom the Word or the Name
is revealed or in whom the Word, the Logos, resides", says Dr.
Singh4 •
As regards the presence of the Log~s in man it is said in Guru
Granth Sahib that the Lord's name (Ntim) abides in every heart; it
abides secretly as spiritual power, spiritual nectar, spiritual
knowledge, spiritual music, spiritual love, spiritual peace and
immortality. God is in man not only as His Word, Logos or Name,
but God lives in the very body of the individual. "In the city of the
body dwells the Lord, who is without any fear, without any enmity
and without any form", says Guru Nanak Sahib5 • "Man was created
a form of Divine order", writes Swedenborg6 • According to the
Guru, God reveals Himself in the individual; therefore, the Guru
has called this body the temple ofthe Lord? God can not be divided
into parts therefore it can not be said that a part of God is present in
man; God, the Whole Total Actuality, is there in man. In other
words, it can be said that God in His total Being reveals himself in
man as the soul (AtmQ) of man.The Soul (Atma) is the form of the
Transcendent Being (Ptirbrahm). Like the Lord, the soul is neither
young nor old; neither subject to suffereings nor subject to death;
neither does it vanish nor does it go anywhere. The soul is there from
the very beginning and will ever remain the same", says Guru Arjan
Sahib8 •
If God is all and He is also in every individual, why is there the
distinctness and uniqueness of the individual persons and why all
persons are not alike ? Man is not all that God is. God reveals
Himselfin man and ifman realizes this secret He becomes God, but
man, as he is, is not God. God reveals His own infinite richness in
the uniqueness ofthe individual persons. Godis Infinite in the sense
that He has intinite passibilties ofcreation and evey creation of His
is unique in its own sphere. The Uniqueness of the creatures
manifests the Uniqueness of the Creator, who is so unique as to
create everything uniquely.
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If God is all and He is in all individuals, what about the
problems of evil and sin? Is man free to sin or are his activities
determined by God ? 'The Guru has laid stress on God's willed
activity. "Truth is high but still higher is truthful living", says Guru
Nanak Sahib9 • Actions are considered good or bad as they do or do
notlead to the ideal that we have in our view. According to the Guru,
all that we do which keeps us away from God is evil and all those
activities which lead man towards God are good. Every activity that
is done under the int1uence of'Houmain' (I -ness) is evil. To be born
and embody the sense of 'I-ness' or egoism is to be subject to sin
and evil. "The sins in me are countless as the drops of water in an
ocean. 0 God, have pity on me and enable me, who am just like a
stone because of the weight of sins around me, to swim across the
ocean of the world", says Guru Arjan Sahib 1o• Thus to sin is to put
more and more weight around our neck, and God alone can uplift
us and destroy our sins. We can not rise because of any merits or our
own but because of the Grace of God. "We can not get rid of this
cycle of birth and death by force of our own good deeds but only by
the ever-forgiving nature of God", says Guru At:jan Sahib ll .
The Guru talks about good and evil; does it mean that man is
free to do what he likes? "Freedom is freedom within an order,
limitations are limitations of the order. Man is bound by his
qualities within the range ofhis qualities. Man is free like 'Prakriti'
itself. but true freedom lies in qualitylessness at the feet of God, in
assimilation of His virtues. Freedom and bondage are essentially a
matter of awareness or ignorance of man's constitution of himself
as body, mind and spirit and of His apparent and real relationship
with Prakriti and with Parakriti's Lord 'Purshotama''', says Dr.
Singh12. Man has been created by God after the pattern and process
onlis own being. God is free absolutely, there are no limitations to
His being and doing. God is man in a miniature form-though set
in the Held of ignorance and attachment (Maya), but man is a point
or a smallest whole within the Absolute Whole; therefore he must
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possess or share the qualities of his creator. Freedom lies in being,
not in doing out of one's Prakritic natures or the given portion of
energy. "To be free from the world by being in God, that is the
longing we have within us", says Schwitzer13 As Absolute freedom
is possessed by the Absolute Being, therefore the more Being we
possess the more free we are. The more we are away from the
Creator, the Absolute Being, the Absolute Freedom, the more are
we in bondage. Just see the plants, the insects and the animals. They
are not at all free, but are caught in their own instincts, wants, needs
or inner drives. An animal does what his predominant instinct at a
specit1c time moves him to do. A hungry lion may kill the only son
of an aged widow. The lion has no awareness of good and evil, and
its action is wholly motivated by its instincts. The same is the case
of a man who is caught in the web ofignorance and attachment, and
his activities are motivated by desires and passions. The more a
person is directed by desires and passions, the more is he engulfed
in ignorance and in Miiyii and the more is his bondage. Thus, in
order to become more tree we should try to grow into the likeness
of God.
In order to become tree tram the bondage of passions and
desires and to be free in the Being of God, we have to overcome our
own 'Houmain'or I-ness so that God in us may take possession of
ourselves. By being in God we are absolutely tree. God is not only
Absolute treedom, He is also Absolute Truth. The man who is in
God and who has God in him, his activities in this world will
demonstrate the true nature of his Creator and his Source." The
saints of God have all that God is 14 ." "Thus the activities of men of
God are truth-bearing and truth-inspiring and truth-revealing. Truthbearing and truth-inspiring activities will always be within the
range of ethical perfection. "A bad deed can not come out of a Godconscious person", says Guru AI:ian Sahib l5 .
The activities of man ofGod are ethically perfect and those who
aspire to belong to God should also like to rise up to the truthfulness
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of God and be within the range ofethical perfection. The Guru does
not believe in any reward and punishment tor our good and bad
deeds here or hereafter. "No one should think that he will reap the
fruits of his deeds after death. But, one becomes as a result of
whatever one does", says Guru Arjan Satib 16 The fruit of deeds
does not come in some unknown future; it comes instantaneously
in the Self-transformation of the individual. Good deeds carry a
man near to the Source of good, truth and beauty, and bad deeds
which are un-truthful and ugly in their nature, lead the doer away
from God and thus away from self-realization. In order to become
one with God, man is not to depend on his own good deeds, but he
is to depend on the Grace of God.
Leaving aside the problem of how to realize God in ourselves,
let us come to the point of the basic relation between God and man.
"It is a strange story, so beautiful, that man wa,<; made in the image
of God", says Guru Arjan Sahib17 • Man is a microcosm within the
macrocosm. a point in the circle, or a smallest whole in the total and
Absolute whole or a drop in the ocean. "The drop is in the ocean and
the ocean is in the drop", says Guru Nanak Sahib 18 • Just as a drop
has all the properties and constituents of the ocean, similarly man
has all the propelties of the Being of God as his Po tentis. "My Lord
ha,<; made one thing (human body) in which He has placed
everything", says Guru Amar Das Sahib 19 . The being ofman dwells
in the body and God is in man; therefore the human form ha,<; been
exalted very high and it is said that in this very human body dwells
all that is there outside. "In human body dwells the whole-world,
the heaven and the nether regions. In the body dwells the Lord, who
gives life to everyone". says Guru Amar Da,<; Sahib 20 •
According to the Guru, "The Unapproachable has His place
(Tluln) in the mind 21 ." Those who realise God in their own selves,
they themselves become God. "The God-conscious person
(Braham-Gyani) himself is the Creator of the whole world. He is
immortal and never dies. The God-conscious person can grant life
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and salvation to others. The God-conscious person can do all tllis
becausehe himself is the Supreme Perfect Person", says Guru Arjan
Sahib22 • Man can become God; in other words. God reveals Himself
in man, as it is not the efforts of man but God's own Grace which
is responsible for the change in man. Even when God wants to
reveal Himself, He reveals Himselfin the human body as the Person
of the Guru. "Jehovah descended and assumed the human in order
to redeem and save mankind; He descended as divine truth which
is the Word; He assumed the human according to His own Divine
order23 ."
The Lord is there in the whole of creation and is also there in
man, but one must add that He is not there in all creatures equally,
so far as Divinity in action is concerned; God may be taken to be
equally present in all so far as His esse is concerned. This is clear
from three facts: firstly, the human from is the most perfect form,
speaking relatively; secondly, the human intellect is capable of
becoming aware of and activising the Name (Niim) in it; tllirdly,
men in history have realized God and attained to mystic union or
communion with Him and thus, entered God simultaneously as
God entered them. It is in view of these tllings that the Guru says
that man is a special, privileged creature and the relation between
God and man is that of the Lord and His lieutenants; and as a
consequence special responsibility and special privilege attached to
man, who on the credit of the chosen tew in historical humanity, is
justitled in calling the Lord, as a sign and a symbol of a special
relationship, as his Father, his Lord, his Husband, his Guide (Guru) etc.
Finally, further light is tllfown on the general and the
special relation between God and man by the emphasis that the
Guru lays on the necessity of realizing that God-realization is in the
last analysis nothing but true knowledge of our true self. "Those
who know their own true self (Atman) know God (Paramiitman )24."
In other words, it can also be said that we can not know God, all we
can know is our own true Self, our own spirit or 'Alman', which is
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God is His immanental action. The words 'Ap-Pachhiin', Know
Thyself, through knowing the true realtion with God, are found in
some form or other on almost every page of Guru Granth S';;.hib. As
God resides in our hearts, we can have a real relation with him. God
is in the Ideal Father, the Ideal Mother, the Ideal Brother, the Ideal
Friend. Our real relationship is with God, while all our other human
relations are derivative or reflective ofthe true realtaionship that we
have with God. The relation between creator and creature is, of
cource, unique and can not be paralleled by any realtions between
one creature and another. God is both further from us, and nearer to
us, than any other being. He is farther from us because the sheer
difference between that which has Its principle ofbeing in Itself and
that to which being is communicated, is one compared with which
the difference between an archangel and a warm is insignit1cant. He
makes, we are made, He is original, we derivative. But quite at the
same time and for the same reason, the intimacy between God and
even the meanest creature is closer than any that creatures can attain
with one another. TIle relation we have with God is not a thing of
our own choice but is there in the creative Will of God, "Every
relationship with his deeper self, with visible nature and with the
hidden powers evolved by man so far during the course of history
and every relationship which will be developed by him in the
future,-all these were provided for by God at the time of creation
as a part of the intinte content of His Will be contact His creatures
and to let them contact Him at countless points in numberless ways
and approaches, each equally valid and valueable in the context of
its particular time, space and cause", says Dr. Mohan Singh.
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The Realizability of God
"0 man, thou hast been blest with the human form;
TItis is thy opportunity to unite thyself with God;
Doings for material gains will not be useful to you hereafter;
Meditate only on His Name in tre OOfllIX:IUy of Saints and Holy men;
Thy life goeth to seed if thou art entangled in the
illusions of 'Maya'."
-Guru Arjan Sahib!.
God is the Creator, the Lord, the Beloved Husband2 , with
whom the soul was wedded before creation. The tinite individual
soul has been separated from the source by the web of 'Houmain'
or I-ness, which too is the product of God's creative willing. Why
did God create 'Houmain', the sense of separate individuality, is a
mystery transcending human understanding. God has created man
as if a separate but He also dwells in the innermost depths of man.
The 'Alman' the spirit inman, andthe 'Param'dtman', God Himself,
are one. TItis innermost oneness with God makes the realizability
of God by man a possibility.
Man can be fully satistied only ifhe realizes God and becomes
one with Him; otherwise man, caught in the whirlpool ofattractions
and distractions of the world, remain a discontented, incomplete
part. Man rises above these attractions and distractions ofthe world
when he is one with the Source from which the whole world with
all that is in it, derives its being. When man is one with his source
he immediately realizes the insigniticant and the unimportant
character ofthe world and all that is there in it, and ceases to cherish
any worldy desire.
For the Guru, God is realizable by man; therefore, the goal of
man's life should be to realize God within and without. God-realized
persons see God in their own hearts and in the deepest depths of
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others. "While searching for God, I have found him dwelling in
every hearrJ." God is to be searched not in forests after renouncing
the world but in the innermost core of one's own heart4 • Life is a
stage set for spiritual perfection. God is the Source of man and man
must return to the original Source. Life exists not for itself; it has
come up from God and must return to Him and only then it can find
perfect rest and complete fultilment. "0 man, you have come into
the world to be one with God. You have forgotten your original
mission and are entangled in the affairs of the world while the
duration of life granted to you is swiftly tlowing out5 •
It is only the privilege of the human species to know its Ideal
and try to be one with the Ideal. Human lite, thus, is not to tragic
curse but a divine, blissful blessing. Lite is not an empty dream and
the world is not a self-delusion of the spirit. Human life has got its
purpose; it is a means to Self-Perfection or God realization.
The separate finite individUality is only accidental, and does
not constitute the absolute truth. God is in all and man in his esse
is God. It may be objected that if man in his esse is already one with
God, there is no sense in saying that man is to realize God in himself.
The acceptance of the truth that God is in the Universe and the
Universe in God, does not cancel the necessity of all and every
endeavour on the part of man. God is not in man in such a manner
that he can 'possess' Him without endeavour, effort or struggle.
God is presentinman as a potentiaorapossibility7. "Theunknowable
is in man, but the man is not aware of it", says Guru Arjan Sahib8 •
It is man's duty to lay hold of God within. The God in man is a task
as well as a fact, a problem as well as a possession. Man, in his
ignorance, identities himself with the external wrappings, the
physical and mental endowments. lhe Divine spark is there in the
individual but man ashe is, is not wholly divine. His divinity is not
an actuality, but a part ofGod's inspiration into him to be the whole.
Man caught in the web of ignorance and subject to 'Houmain " the
false sense of 'I-ness', lives in the wOllJ of things and objects. He
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thinks himself to be separate from all the rest. 11le individual will
not gain the secret of peace until he breaks down his apparent selfcompleteness and independence. A return from plurality to unity is
the ideal goal of all human struggles in their lite on this earth.
Man in esse is God. But, he is to make this esse explidt in
himself. He is to glorify the God within. Man confined in egoism
does not recognize his real esse. "We generally identify ourselves
with our nalTOW individual selves and consider spiritual experience
as something given or revealed to us as though it did not belong to
us~', writes Radhakrishnan9 • The Guru declares that the narrow
individual Self is not the real self of man, but is a form of Maya. It
is due to 'Houmain' that man feels as if he is independent of the
universal existence, and has an individuality of his own. 11lis
feelings of 'I-ness' has been created by God to run through the
whole universe, with the result that all individuals have come to
believe in their individual separate existences. Fichte has called '1ness' 'Egohood'; it is the basic of individuality and selthood in
man.
To become one with God, man must give up egohood,
'Houmain '; for giving up egohood man should surrender his own
will to the Will of God lO and love God and by so doing be one with
Him. But the realization of God is immediately and ultimately
possible only through God's own Grace. The most frequently used
words tor Grace are 'Parshad' 'Nadar', 'Mehr', 'Rahm' and
'Karam' (the la"t tour words being Persian in origin).
When man becomes one with God his individual will is there
no more and his activities are thereafter mativated notby self-interest
but by the interest of others. When the personal will operates no
longer in the individual, the Universal Will shines torth. When the
Universal Will shines torth it means tllat the Grace of God ha<;
rained on man and has lifted him into the Divine Presence.
It is easy intellectually to realize the unity of Godhead as
everything having sprung from a common source and apparent
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differentiations being relative and accidental. But this is not enough
fora man of devotion; he should realise his oneness with God both
intellectually and emotionally; he should feel the truth of Immanence
in every pore and cell ofhis body, and in every concept of mind. By
ceaselessly remembering God with love and devotion, man feels
one with the universe and the Universal Soul. The one Soul is felt
as shining within and without ll . By ceaselessly remembering God,
He alone remains and the sense of separate individuality in man
vanishes. The mind can not think of God and Spirit abstractly; the
mind can not visualize or represent spirit to itself by words, names,
symbolic images and myths. Only the spirit sees the spirit, only the
divinized consciousness sees God as directly, even more directly,
as intimately, even more intimately, than ordinary consciousness
"sees" matter, The Awakened Selfsees, feels, thinks and senses the
Divine. The person emerges from the smaller limited world of
existence into a larger world of being, the life is swallowed in a
larger and universal whole.
This feeling of unity can not be adequately expressed in words
because it has no equivalent in the world of senses; and it is not
commonly experienced. In this stage man physically, emotionally
and intellectually feels one with God and His creation. It is a stage
when the mind oversteps its own limitations and tinds rest in
spiritual peace and spiritual joy, not known to us in our every-day
experience. The awakened mind feels itself abnormally aware,
leaves the world ofthought and passions behind, and steps out into
the realm of spiritual consciousness and spiritual joy. In Sikhism
this state is known as 'Vismiid' (Vismaya) , a sense of spiritual
wonder l3 •
TheGuruhastriedtoexplainthisfeelingof'unity'bysimiles and
metaphors. To explain this feeling of 'unton' the Western mystics
generally use the simile of water mixing with wine, both forming a
perfect blend; water and wine becoming indistinguishable. In the
Sikh Scripture this idea is expressed thus; a spark of tire falls back
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into tire 14 ; a ray of light as if returns to the sun l5 ; a bubble loses its
identity back into the stream l6 ; a flying atom of dust is again
absorbed in the earth l ?; a stream carries itself back to the sealS; or
water mingles with watcr and a metal losses its shape and returns
to the metalic mass l9 .
TIle feeling of happiness in that state has given symbolic
exprcssion. One fecls as if one has found a priceless diamond, a
jewel or a ruby20. Desires are no more. Eyes are Hlled with Divine
Light and the ears hear Divine Music. The tongue tastes Divine
delicious fruits and the body enjoys fragrances like the odour ofthe
musk2l •
India is largely a hot country. It is natural that in such a country
similes for peaceful and joyful divine feeling should contain thirst,
rain, divine nectar, springs, hili vests, flowers and gardens. Just as
hot and dry earth gasps for the monsoon to give it life, a heart
stricken with divine thirst yearns for spiritual rain-streams and for
spiritual springs 22 •
TIle imagery of union in marriage has also been greatly
emphasied by the Guru. In love, the sense of separate indiVidUality
vanishes and there is no consciousness ofthe SUbject and the object.
TIle imagery ofmarrige has been used by all the mystics allover the
world. It is natural that the imagery of human love and human
marriages should have seemed to the mystic, the best of all the
images onus own' fulfilment oflife' ills soul's surrender, first to the
call and tInally, to the embrace of perfect love23 •
He who is one with God, is called 'Gurmukh' or 'Sahij Jogi'.
In this' Sahij stage' or .Nirban Pad' man works with the spontaneity
of air and water in complete harmony with nature and God. 'The
etlucal ideal for which one has to struggle at the tirst stage or getting
spiritual enlightenment. becomes part oflus very nature. There are
no egoistic desires in him, his actions are motivated by the interests
ofothers. As Ius narrow individual self becomes identifIed with the
universal self, his innate love and sympathy blossom forth in the
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service of mankind. He sees God manifesting Himself in every
creature. "While searching for God I saw Him dwelling in every
heart24 ." It also follows from this that service of God is service of
God in humanity. In the Sikh Scripture the idea of'Sewli" or service,
particularly 'Nishkam-Sewli" or selfless service, is everywhere
stressed as a large essential part of 'Nli'm-Sewli". It need hardly be
added that Sikhism has no place for mendicants and ascetics. "The
God- conscious personis a spring orfountain ofserviceto humanity",
says Guru Arjan Sahib25 • The Gurmukh's desires and will are
completely coincident with the requirments of ethical reason. The
'Gurmukh' does not run away from wordly life. He leads the life of
a worldly man but the ups and down ofthe world have little effect on
him. He lives in the world like a duck or a lotus flower26 , that are in
the waters yet above them. For such a man continuity of life here or
hereafter has no meaning. So long as he is here, he works as per the
will of God, in a spirit of complete self-surrender, without any
attachment to the world, and after the disappearance ofthe body, the
spark is one with the fire or the drop has belended with the lake.
There is no question of any re-birth or transmigration of the soul.
Such persons, while still in their body, only appear to have a
physical body and an individuality of their own; for them there is
no such thing as I, my or mine. The all-pervading reality manifests
Itself in their hearts; they are One with their source, even while in
this body; they are 'Jivan-Mukats', Liberated in Life.
The view of the Guru on the realizability of Godhead can be
compared with that of Sufism." It is only when the veil is rent and
the divided mind overpowered, silent and passive to a supremental
action that mind itselfgets backto the Truth ofThings. There we find
luminous mentality reflective, obedient and instrumental to the
Divine Real Idea. There we perceive what the world really is; we
know in every way ourselves in others and others as oursleves and
all as a universal and self-multiplied One. We loose the rigidly
separate individual standpoint which is the source of all limitations
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and errors. Still we perceive also that all that the ignorance of mind
took for the truth was in fact truth, but truth deflected, mistaken and
falsely conceived. We still perceive the division, the individualising,
the atomic creation but we know them and ourselves for what they
and we really are27 ."
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are extinguished as water puts out fire. All dobuts are removed and man
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feels awake
., to the love and light ofthe Truth. "-Guru Nanak Sahib. Rag
Parbhati.
14. "The different sparks offire appear differently. yet are one with their
source.
-Guru Arjan Sahib. p. /02.
15. "As waves blend with water. so light blends with light. "
-Guru Aryan Sahib. p. /02.
16. p. II.
17. "The different atoms of earth take birth from earth and return to it. ..
-Guru Gobind Singh. Akal Ustati.
IS. p.5.
19. "The metallnelts into the origjn~lllnetal;
By hymning God's qualities we bec01ne one with Him. "
-Guru Nanak Sahib. p. 13.
20. "While wandering in sorrow I havefound a jewel. I have found in God's
NaJne a priceless diamond. There was a ruby in the temple of the Lord.
When the owner removed the curtain, I became happy on seeing it. "
-Guru Aryan Sahib Rag Bilawal. p.495
21. "When the heart is saturated with the Name ofthe Lord. all desires vanish.
Eyes are filled with Divine Light and ears hear Divine music. The whole
body feels fragrant with the odour of the musk. One can not describe the
joy of that condition. "
-Guru Atnar Das Sahib, p. /057.
22. "Withfriends and saints, 1 meditate on the Name Divine. In His pleasure
the Lord showers the rain ofHis love on me. lfind myselfcollecting peace
and joy. The Lord Himselftnade my heart calm and restful."
-Guru Arjan Sahib. p. 615.
23. "By devoting myself to the Lord. I feel wholly detached from all that
happens, though I live the life ofwordly lnan. "
-Guru Aryan Sahib, p. 217.
24. Guru Nanak Sahib, p. 838.
25. Guru Arjan Sahib, Sukhmani, p. 273.
26. "Just as a lotus and a duck retnains dry in water. O' Nanak man should
cross the ocean ofthe world. By devoting his mind to God and meditating
on His name. he should keep himself alooffrom the attachment of the
world. ..

..

27.

-Guru Nanank Sahib. Rag Ram/wli. p. 272.
Raynold A. Nicholson. The Idea of Personality in Sufism, p.260.

The Names of God
"TIle name (of God) is the Source and the
Support of all creatures.
111e Name supports the whole cosmos and all
Its parts (Khand, Brahmand), the
skies and the nether regions.
The Name inspired the Vedas, the Smritis,
and the Puranas; it is again the
Name which makes people listen to
the sacred scriptures, think, and
meditate on them.
TIle name is the Source of all people,
and the worlds they inhabit.
It is again the Name by listening
to which we can lift ourselves
above the world.
'Those who by the Grace of God
become devoted to the Name, they
realize their self and attain to
Communion with God."
-Guru Arjen Saltib 1•
TIle whole show of creation (fagat) is the manifestation of
God's Name. "Whatsoever has been created is really the creation
(by the Name and with the Name) of the Name; His Name is
omnipresent", says Guru Nanak Saltib2 • God is in the world as His
Name, and therefore, it is only through this Name that He can be
approached, worshipped and contacted. TIlerefore every prophet
and saint stresses the need of meditation on a Name of God.
Swedenborg also expresses the same view, "The Name of God.
because it is Holiness Itself, must be continually used in the Holy
of1ices ofthe Church, as in prayer, hymns, and in all worship, also
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in preaching, and in writing on ecclisaistical subjects; for God is in
all things that pertain to religion, and when He is solemnly invoked
by tins Name, He is present and hears; in these tIlings the Name of
God is hallowed.
"Inthe spiritual sense, the Name ofGod, means all those tIlings,
that the Church teaches from the Word, and by which the Lord is
invoked and worshipped; all these things are the Name of God
collectively.
"That the name of anyone, not only means his name, but also
his whole nature, is evident from the names in the spiritual world"3.
Mediation on a Divine Name is possible only if the name
embodies a specific quality of God. The attribution of a specific
name to God stems from a specifIc spiritual experience of the
prophet or the saint, who coins that name. Some may experience
God as power and they give God special names showing His
all-powerful nature; there are others, who may experience God as
love, and the names of God they coin will naturally relate to the
all-loving nature of God; those who experience God's mercy call
Him Merciful; those who experience God as knowledge call Him
the Source of all knowledge, wisdom and light. All the coined
names of God thus refer to specific content of human experience
which gave birth to those names. It is also believed by mystics all
over the world that God Himself reveals His attributive names to
His massengers and lovers. Thus almost all the names of God are
attributive in one way or the other. "It is a self-evident truth that an
attribute is notinherent in the object to which it is ascribed, but it
is something added to His essence"4, according to Merimonides.
The attributive names of God do not depict tIlis essence, but only
His revelation of Himself to man. In other words, an attribute of
God is man's naming of his individual personal experience of one
or other glory of God. Further, utterance of and meditation on a
Divine name is a way ofexperiencing God in a particular form. The
realization ofthe Name is the realization ofGod's active relationship

.
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with man. The active and experiential names of God are countless,
and everyone describes Him according to his own emotional and
intellectual calibre and the depth of his own religious, spiritual
experience.
As all the names of God are attributive, it does not matter which
one name is to be meditated upon. In the last analysis and from the
ultimate standpoint all the names of God are of equal value and
validity because they specify different attributes, all obtaining in
the One and Same God. 'The Guru had no prejudice against any
specitic name of God; he has used so many Arabic, Persian,
Sanskrit and Indian vernacular names in the Sikh Scripture.
Following are some of the most frequently used Arabic and
Persian names of God in the Sikh Scriptures :AlHih, Bakhshand, Kadar, Karim, Khalaq, Khasam, Khuda,
Maula, Mil', Malak, Meharban, Parvardigar, Rahim, Rafiq, Razaq,
Sahib, Sultan, Zarina etc.
Following are some ofthe Hindi names of God used in the Sikh
Scripture :...
Banwari, Vasudev, Bithala, Bhagwan, Bhagwant, Bishambhar,
Brahma, Chatarbhuj, Chhatarpat, Chakardhar, Chakarpan, Damodar,
Gopal. Gosain, Gobind, Gopi'nath, Govardhandhari, Gurdev, HarT,
~
Ishwar, Jagdish,
Jagannath, Jagdishwar, Kahn, Keshav, Krishan,
Murarl, Kamal-Kant, Lakshminarayan, Mactho, Madhusudan,
Manohiir, Mukand, N~ith, Narsinh, Narayan, Narhar, Nih-Kalank,
Nil-Kanth, Niranjan, Nirankar, Onkiir, Piirbrahm, Parmeshwar,
Padmapat. Pitamber, Prabhu, Purkhotam. Ram, Rikliikesh,
Sarangdhar, Saval Sunder, Stui'Rango, Shri Ranl, Um~ati.
Some of the names of God extensively used by the Guru in the
Sikh Scripture to convey his own conception of God have been
entered below under different headings. A few oHhem are traditional
but the rest are 1resh coinages by the Guru himself to express his
own view.

-

-

..

-
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God as Person
Ad Purakh
Akin Murat
AkaI Purakh
Admt Purakh
Agam Purakh
Alakh Purakh
Alit Purakh
Bhagwan Purakh
Ek Purakh
Jagjivan Purakh
Karta Purakh
Prem Purakh
Purkhotam
Puran Purakh
Purakh Vidhata
Samrath Purakh
Sat Purakh
Sat Gur Purakh
Uttam Purakh

Prototype Person.
Timeless Being.
Timeless Person.
Unswerving Person.
Inaccessible, Unknowable Person.
Unknowable Person.
Transcendent Person.
TheLord.
One Person.
Person, the Life of the Universe.
Person, the Creator.
The Embodiment of Love.
Supreme Person.
Perfect Person.
Person, the Destiny of all
All-Powerful Person.
True Person.
Person. the true Guru.
The First and Best Person.

God- The Transcendent
Abhed
Abhakh
Agam
Agadh
Agochar
Aka!
Akath
Akarmang
Alep
Alakh
Anatman

Whose Secret can not be known.
Who eats nothing.
Inaccessible.
Unfathomable.
Unapproachable.
Timeless.
Who can not be described.
Actionless.
Unattached, Untainted.
Unknowable, Undescribable.
Beyond the Atman.

...
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Anup
Anilin
Amp
Asoojh
...
Atit
Atat-tang
Athah
Gunnatit
Nehkewal
Nirjog
Nirgun
Nirboojh
Nichint
Nirkamay
Nirkarmay
Sunn

God-The Iminanent
Adho-urd-ardhang
Antarjilini
Banvari
Hiizir Hazur
Jagjivan
Kiil-Kiile
Nirantar
Roop-Roope
Sarab Atma
Sarab Joti
Sarab-ghaHin-ka-Nath
,.,
Sarbatr-Bhesay
Sarbatr-De:"ay
Sarab Kala Bharpur
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Most beautiful.
Without Name.
Of no form.
Unthinkable.
Untainted.
Beyond the Tattvas. Essences Elements.
Depth Unfathomable.
Being the three Gunas.
Not-Alone, Beyond Aloneness
Uncommunicable.
Beyond qualities.
Beyond the reach of Budhi.
Inconceivable.
Without Purpose or Desire.
Without activity.
Nothingness, Divine Darkness.

Filler of all space above, below,
and in the middle.
Inseated Controller.
Lord of Vegetable Kingdom.
Ever-Present.
Life of the Universe.
Time of Time.
Without breaks.
Beauty of Beauties.
The Soul of all.
The Light of all.
Master of every Heart.
In all Robes or Garbs.
In all Spaces.
Full of All Powers.
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Sarbatr-Dhanday
Sarbatr-gune
Sarb-Rupe
Sargun
Tribhavan MahTp

In all Deeds.
All Pervading.
Beauty of All.
With Qualities.
Lord of the three worlds.

Aesthetical Names of God
.
Ad-Rup
The FIrst Beauty Form.
Acharj Rup
Wondrous Beauty.
Bismad
Wonder Producer.
dit-Glte
Song or Songs.
Hira
Diamond, Jewel.
Husnul-Charag
Light of Beauty.
Husn-ul-Wajuh
Of beautiful form or body.
Manmohan
Heart-Charming.
Nad-nade
The origin of all Music,
Harmony and Melody.
Navtang
Ever New
Param Rupe
Supreme Beauty.
Rag Rupe
Musical Form.
Ratan
Precious Stone.
Sunder
Beautiful.
Sunder Saroop
Beautiful Being.
Tan-Tane
Note of Notes.
Tej Vans!
Source of Refulgence and Power.
~

~

Ethical Names (~f God
Asur-Sanghar
Dayanidh
Dukh bhanjan
Dusht Sangharan
Dayal
Gun-Nayak

Demon-Killer.
Treasury of Mercy.
Pain-Destroyer.
Killer of the evil ones.
Merciful, Compassionate.
The Hero with all Noble Qualities.
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Kirpa Nidh
Kirpal
Meharvan
Nirvair
Patat-Pawan
Patat-Udharan
Rakhanhar
Rog-har
Silwant
Soara
Sugharh
Sukhsagar
Tarn-Taran

'"

Merciful.
Merciful.
Full of Grace.
Without Enmity.
Holitier, Purifier.
Holiner, Purifier.
Preserver.
Remover of Diseases.
Sweet-Tempered.
Brave, Dauntless.
All-Wise.
Ocean of Bliss.
Carrier across the Ocean of Becoming.

Political and SocUiI Names of God
Achar1
of noble character.
Bania
Tradesman.
Beopari
Businessman.
Bhogi
Enjoyer.
BrahmcharI
Abstainer.
DhanI
Possessor of Wealth.
Dhenchari'
Shepherd.
GrahstI
Householder.
Gujar
Milkman.
JogT
Yogi
Kirsan
Farmer, Tiller.
Mali
Gardener.
Rajeshwar
Noble King.
Rajan lUj
The King of Kings.
SacheM Patshah
True King of Kings.
Sarab-Bhoop
The King of Kings.
STpati[
Soldier.
Shah
Ruler.
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Shahanshah
Sultan

King of Kings.
King.

Martial Names of God
Abhit
Asdhuj
Asdhari
Ajit
Asur-Bihandan
Aspan
Bhagauti
Chhatran Chhatri
Dal Bhanjan
Dusht-Bhanjan
Dusht-Daman
Dhust-Nikandan
Durjan-dal-dandan
Garb-Gal\ian
Karoor Karmay
Kharag-Kharge
Kharagpanarn
Loh-Lohey
Nirbhau
Rokh-Rokhe
Sarb-bhitarn
Sarab ,...Loh
Sarb-Jitam
Shatram Pranasi

Without Fear.
Swordsman
The Holder ofthe Sword.
Unconquerable.
Destroyer of the evil ones.
The Wielder of the Sword.
The Sword.
The best hero, warrior.
Destroyer of armed forces.
Destroyer of evil persons.
Punisher of evil beings.
Punisher of evil beings.
Punisher of evil beings.
Pride-Vanquisher.
Lord of terrible actions.
Sword of Swords.
The Holder of the Sword.
Steel of Steels.
Fearless.
With terrible wrath.
Awe-inspiring, terror producing.
All-Steel.
All-Conquering.
The Destroyer of the Enemies.

~

..

Mystical Names ofGod.
Bandap
Relation.
Bhill
Brother.
Bharata
Brother.

.
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Khasam
Malak
Mitar
Piara
Pita
Prem Sml:ip
Pri't-Prlte
..,
Sabandhi
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Husband.
Master.
Friend.
Lover.
Father
Love Itself.
Most Beloved.
Relative.

God The Creator, Preserver and Destroyer
llij-bXie
Origin of all Origins, Seed of Seeds.
Braluna
Brallma.
Gharan-Bhanjan-har
Preserver and Destroyer of all.
Jagjiwan
Life of the cosmos.
Jag Karan
Cause of the World.
Jag Haran
Destroyer of the world.
Jagat Karta
The Creator of the World.
.Jagat-Jiv-Jivan
LIfe of all Beings.
Karta Purakh
Person, the Creator.
Kartar
Creator of the Universe.
Cause of the First Cause.
Karan Karan
Karin Kunind
Maker of Causes.
Khaliq
Maker, Producer.
Maula
Overhead, All-wise.
Palanhar
Caretaker.
Palak
Nourisher.
Parvardigar
Sustainer.
Pran-nath
Lord of the Breath.
Razaik
Giver.
Rozi -dehind
Sustainer.
Sustainer
Rozi -Razili k
Sarb-ghaJak
Destroyer of All.
Sm'ab PaJak
Preserver of All.

-

-
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Sarab-Khapai
Sarab-lllapay
Sarb-Ko-Km1a
Sarh-ko-KaI
Shiv
Vishnu
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Disposer of everything.
Creator of everything.
The Creator of all.
'The Time (End) of all.
Siva.
Visnu.

Mataphysical Names of God.
Adesh
Does not beings to a
particular country or place.
....
Abinasi
Indestructible.
Abhang
Unbreakable.
Abhagat
Indivisible.
Achhed
Unpiercable.
Adi
The Beginning.
Adol
Unshakable.
Ajunl
Free from birth and death.
AkaI
Timeless.
Anant
Endless.
Anad
Without any beginning.
Anil
Countless
Anas
Free from destruction.
Anup
Most Beautiful.
ArUp
Formless.
Atol
Unweighable.
Atham
Placeless.
Athapay
Unestablishablc.
Beant
Beyond end, endless.
Ek
One.
Ik-ras
Changlcss
'The beginning of the Cycle of time.
Jug act
Nirbujh
Not cognisable. Inascertainable.
Onkar
All-Form.
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Prakash
Sadasach
Sadasachda-nand
Satnam
Sill-bhang
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Light.
Always True.
Eternal Truth, Consciousness and Bliss
True Name.
Self-Created.

God as Knowledge

Brahm Gyani
Supreme Knowledge.
Chet
Consciousness.
Gyan-Giane
Knowledge of all knowledge.
Sarbatr Gyani
Knower of all.
Suchet
Ever-Conscious.
Knower ofthe three worlds.
Trailok Gyata
Trikal Darshi
Seer ofthe present, past and future.
The Guru has used many Hindu and Muslim historical and
traditional names of God and has also himselfcoined so many, both
negative and positive. Guru Gobind Singh's Nip. Aktil, Ustati. and
Sahansar Nama are specially famous for the names of God they
contain. Guru Nanak Sahib and Guru Arjan Sahib had also used
many Hindu and Muslim names of God and a great many names of
God coined by themselves. But for the Guru all the attributive
names of God can not be written down even if the whole of
vegetable kingdom turned into pens, all the oceans into ink and the
whole of eatth into paper. All the attributive names of God are but
human attempts to describe Him according to human capacity.
"Every prophet is presumed to bring with him and reveal to the
world a new name of God, which to a great extent is symptomatic
ofthe character orhis entire mission", says Dr. Mohan Singh. More
than a thousand names or God have been used in the Sikh Scripture
but two ofthem, 'Satniim' and 'Wahegurij' have received special
importance in Sikhism. 'Satnam' means that God Is, Exists, and is
Truth. 'Satnam' signitices existence alone and not any form. "Your
attributive names can not be told, while your name as 'Sat' (Truth
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or Existence) is Pre-creational", says Guru Arajn Sahib5 • The Sikh
Guru has made this name more prominent and popular among the
Sikhs. But, This name of God stands second in importance to
'Waheg~ru: in the Sikh literary tradition andday-to-day living. For
meditation and recitation, God is to be remembered and meditated
upon as 'Waheguru'. Some writers have gi ven a fanciful etymology
of this word. 'They say 'W' stands for 'Wasudev' 'H' for 'Hari' 'G'
for 'Gobind and 'R' for 'Rama'. TIlese writers seem to have given
this meaning to the word 'Waheguru' without going into the Sikh
Scripture. Ibe word 'Wahegurii' is compound oftwo words 'Wah'
and 'Guru': 'wah' is an interjection very near in meaning to the
word 'Hail' TIle word 'Hail' signit1es respect and approbation
while 'Wah' has more of the sense of wonder in it. The term 'Wah'
has been used in the Sikh Scripture to indicate the sense of upward
and outward look at humble and joyful admiration, awestruck
delight in the splendour, beauty, sublimity and order of nature? "In
reality the soil recognises its artlnity to things or their aft1nity to
soul, thinks Aquinas, Guru is a PaIi word which means the perpetual
spiritual Guide. Dr. Mohan Singh understands by the word
'WaheGuru' as "wonderful art Thou, 0 Lord, who art the perpetual
Guide. the Teacher of Thy creatures," In fact 'WaheGuru' is not as
attributive name of God. It does not lay cmphasis on the one or the
other attribute of God, but lays emphasis on the greatness and glory
of God's creation and God's realisability through His own everprcsent active guidance or Grace.
It is easy to memorise a number or names of God to recite them
mechanically, but to get the namc of God installed in our hearts. so
that cvery object. thought or idea means to us the Self~Revealing
glory ofthe Lord, is very diftlcult. A minimum of mental and moral
discipline is necessary for such realization of thc Name which
comes through Gods's own Grace as the Guide ofthe Universe and
the individual souls in it. The realizability of the import of His
names brings a sense of wonder at the glory of His being and his
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nature. TIle Sikhs are to meditate on His greatness and on the
personality and the word of Guru, who is nothing less than God in
active operation to guide the human souls. TIle Guru is God
Himself.

Footnotes
I.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

p. 284.

p.4.
Swdenbarg, The True Christian Religion, pp. 306 ta 309.
R. L. James. Attributies of God, p. 17.
p.1083.
Guru Nanak S'ahib,

Asa-Di-Var.

Harthshame and Reese, Philosophers Speak of God. p. 212.

Conclusion
The Sikh conception ofGodhead is God, the person that holds
good in all the three fields, philosophical, religious and ritualistic.
By Person is meant, the Power, Entity, the whole Total, which owns
Creativity and the Creative Will, which Will is Unconditoned,
Unlimited, lntlnite, Self-Determined, Self-Sufficient from
whatsoever angle we look atit, on whatever aspect ofit. The content
ofthe Divine Personality is not only unlimited and unitive altogether,
but is also essentially unknowable, incomprehensible, a mystry
from 11rst to last, whether it is considered in esse, in existence or in
action. All the phases of that Personality are compresent.
God, the ever-Transcendent, with whom no relation ofunion or
disunion can be established is not the Absolute of the Vedantist.
God is the Absolute because He is ever-Transcendent and there is
nothing besides Him; but He as the Absolute is not a lifeless
principle which is beyond all personality. God, the Person, or
Iswara (Purusa Visesa-Patanjli), is not a creation of Miiyii and
thus, in the last analysis, is not an illusion, The Absolute Itselfis the
Person, the Source and the Ground of all existence and all being.
11le Absolute in Its utter transcendence, in Its entire unrelatedness,
in its Entire isolation (Kaiyalva) is still the Person existing in His
own Being' Param-Purakh', wholly unattached to all that is and all
that is not 'Atit-Purakh'. The Guru agrees that Godis all; but the All
is not an impersonal principle, but a Unit1ed Total-Whole Person
who also includes the principle of impersonality. If God is all and
there is nothing besides Him, the principle of impersonality should
not stand as something beyond Him.
God as the 'Atit-Purakh'is wholly transcendent and no assertion
about Him, negative or positive, is possible. God as
'Sat-Purakh'reveals Himself as Existence, Truth and Is-ness.
'Sat-Purakh' is the Source, the Support of all existence (both Sat
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and Asat as well as Sat-Asat). 'Sat-Purakh' as the creator is named
'Kartii-Purakh' . God creates the world after the pattern and process
of His own Being and thus he is 'Adi-Purakh 'or the PrototypePerson. Although God creates after the pattern and process of His
own Being yet He as the Creator still remains the ideal or
'Puran-Purakh' the Perfect Person. God does not only create the
world but is also its life-giving and vitalizing energy and force,
'Jag}ivan-Purakh' . God is not only the life-giving energy and force
but also 'Sat-Gur-Purakh' or the Guru, the guide of the souls,
individually and collectively, towards the perfection of His own
Being.
He is all these eternally compresently and not successively. He
the 'Person' is all, these differentiated 'Persons' eternally in
compresence and not is succession.
The very ideaof 'Person' implies unity and integration. God the
'Person' can not be anything less than the unned well-integrated
whole. God is the Perfect Person, therefore. in His being there
should be perfect unity and perfect integration. Thus the different
levels of speaking about God, the 'Person', are nothing more than
man's own logical, philosophical constructs. God, the 'Person', is
the ever-Transcendent One existing in His own Self-Isolation and
Self-Fulness and also existing as the life of the universe and the
ever-present Guide of His creatures. It is logically not possible to
reconcile the ever-transcendence of God with His immanence and
active guidance. To t111 the gap between the Ever-Transcendent
nature of Godhead on one hand and His immanence and active
guidance on the other, man has to posit a few logical, philosophical
constructs to reconcile, correlate and unify the two apparently
contradictory phases of the integral Whole. For this purpose God is
thought ofin degrees so that an ascending scale may be possible for
man to reach the purely Transcendent from the Immanent; otherwise
there are no levels or degrees in the Absolute Being of Godhead.
God, the 'Person', is unity inHis Transcendence, in His ImmanelIce,
",

..
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in his Transcendence-Immanence and the unity beyond all the
three, transcendence, Immanence and Transcendence-Immanence.
God is 'Ek-Purakh', the one person, and He is variously
thought of in His differentiated phases. God, one, is in His purely
essential essence 'AtTt-Purakh'; God, two 'Sat-Purakh' is the
source of existence, yet Himself the wholly Transcendent; God,
three, 'Karta-Purakh', the Creator is both Transcendent and
Immanent; God, four, 'Jagjivan-Purakh' is Immanent as the Life of
the universe. The different phases of God are for the human
understanding and for establishing a relationship with the purely
Transcendent by first establishing our realtionship with His
Immanence, which is possible by establishing our relationship with
His active Guidance as the Guru. The Spiritual ascent is possible
through stages; from the relationship with the Guru (the first stage),
to God's Immanence (the second stage); to His Immanence and
Trancendence (the third stage) to His Being and Existence (the
fourth stage); thus realising the ever-transcending nature ofGodhead.
The Spiritual ascent through stages is also a logical, philosophical
construct. Whenrealtionship with the Guru (who is God himselffor
human guidance) is established, the relationship with God, the
immanent, God the Creator, and God the Transcendent, is
instantaneously established, because God is perfect and complete in
His essential Wholeness and also perfect and complete in each and
every phase ofHis. In fact there are no phases in His essential Being;
the phas~s are nothing more than ways of looking at God by the
tInite human beings, who themselves have not realised God in their
most innate nature. God as the One, the Unique, the Whole, the
Integrated Person is the 'Uttam-Purakh', who always remains the
First Person and the Highest Person.
The Sikh concept of God can not come under any of the
accepted philosophical 'Isms". It is not 1heism even though the
Sikhs believe in the unity and personhood of Godhead; it is not
Monotheism though the Sikhs believes in the Immanence of God;
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the Sikh concept of God is certainly not Pantheism, and it is again
not Panentheism even though the Sikhs believe both in the
Immanence and Transcendence ofHis Absolute Being or Existence.
No label ofany 'Ism' can be pasted on the Sikh concept ofGodhead
as it connotes more than these Isms are intended to convey. The
Sikh concept of God is rooted in God the 'Person '. Therefore, if we
are to give any title or label to the Sikh concept of Godhead, it can
be nothing else than 'Personism' or 'Purakhvtid'.
As the Sikh conception of Godhead is totally that of God, the
Person, therefore devotion, adoration, prayer and constantrecitation
of and mediation on His names is a central and cardinal feature of
the life of a Sikh. By meditating on the names of God, manbecomes
one with the Name and thus with the Named One or God. The Godrealized man is identical with the Supreme Self. Such a man is one
with God. The Guru says, "The God-Conscious Person (BrahmGyatrl) himselfis the Supreme LordI2 ." The God-Conscious person
is one with the Divine Source and his individuality mingles in the
Supreme Selfjust as water merges with watet3 • In these quotations
is embodied the SHill conception of Moksha or uttermost freedom
(Mukti) without restraint of do's and dont's or without any ground
for rendition of accounts here and hereafter.

Footnotes
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Dr. Mohan Singh, Philosophy, Psychology & Ethics afthe Bhagwat Gita
(ms).

2.
3.
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The Punjabi Supplement
These are some of the actual verses ofthe Gurus, in support of
this thesis, which have been arranged under different philosophical
heads; complete compartmentalisation is· however impossible as
each line is full of implied meanings and thus refers to many
philosophical fields.
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THE IMMANENCE OF GOD
God is present as power
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~
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Guru Arjan Sahib
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THE TRANSCENDENCE OF GODHEAD
Guru Nanak Sahib.
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THE TRANSCENDENCE AND THE IMMANENCE.
Guru Nanak Sahib.
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GOD THE PERSON.
Guru Nanak Sahib.
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GOD AND MAN
Guru Nanak Sahib.
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~
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THE REALIZABILITY OF GOD
Guru Nanak Sahib
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Guru Arjan Sahib.
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THE TOTAL VIEW
A Few whole hymns.lllustrative ofthe total Sikh view of Godhead.
Guru Nanak Sahib.
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